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PROGRAM OFFERINGS
AIJ.JED HEALTH
Practical Nurse 
Nursing Assistant 
Psychiatric Aide 
Dietary Aide 
Housekeeper Aide
AVIATION
BUSINESS AND OFFICE
General Secretary
Legal Secretary
Medical Secretary Transcriptionist
Legal Stenographer
Stenographer
Medical Clerk
Bookkeeper’s Assistant
Clerk Typist
Medical Receptionist
DATA PROCESSING
Key Punch Operator 
Machine Operator 
Programmer
DISTRIBUTIVE EIXKATICN
Apparel and Fashion 
Service Station 
Parts Counterman 
Retail Sales 
Retail Management 
Wholesale Management
Hardware and Hare Furnishings 
Hotel and Lodging 
Insurance
Recreation and Tourism
PROGRAM OFFERINGS (CONT.)
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION (Cent.)
Food Service
Food Service Management
ELECTROMECHANICAL
Industrial Electricity
Industrial Electronics
Industrial Electronic Ccmrunications
FORESTRY TECHNOLOGY
Forestry Technician
Forestry Aide
EDUCATIONAL AIDE
Pre-School Aide
Teacher Aide
Library Aide
School Clerk - Secretary
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
Heavy Equipment Mechanic
Heavy Equipment Operator
HEAVY TRUCK MECHANIC
SMALL ENGINE MECHANIC
WELDING
MISSOULA TECHNICAL CENTER 
SCHOOL CALENDAR
SUMMER QUARTER 1973-74
June 18 Registration
June 19 Classes Begin
July 4 July 4th Holiday
August 16 Sumner Quarter Ends
(Tentative)
SUMMER QUARTER 1974-75
June 10 Registration
June 11 ( Classes Begin
July 4, 5 July 4th Holiday
August 15 Sanner Quarter Ends
FALL QUARTER 1973-74
Sept. 4, 5 Registration
Sept. 6 Classes Begin
Oct. 18, 19 Holiday
Oct. 22 Veteran's Day Holiday
Nov. 20 Fall Quarter Ends
FALL QUARTER 1974-75
Sept. 3, 4 Registration
Sept. 5 Classes Begin
Oct. 24, 25 Holiday
Oct. 28 Veteran's Day Holiday
Nov. 26 Fall Quarter Ends
WINTER QUARTER 1973-74 WINTER QUARTER 1974-75
Nov. 21 
Nov. 22, 23 
Nov. 27 
Dec. 24-31
Jan. 1-4 
Feb. 28
Registration
Thanksgiving Holiday 
Classes Begin 
Christmas Holiday 
New Years Holiday 
Winter Quarter Ends
Nov. 27
Nov. 28, 29
Dec. 3
Dec. 23-31
Jan. 1-3
March 5
Registration
Thanksgiving Holiday 
Classes Begin 
Christmas Holiday 
New Years Holiday 
Winter Quarter Ends
SPRING QUARTER 1973-74 SPRING QUARTER 1974-75
March 1 Registration March 6 Registration
March 11 Classes Begin March 11 Classes Begin
April 12 Good Friday Holiday March 28 Good Friday Holiday
April 15 Easter Monday Holiday March 31 East Monday Holiday
May 27 Manorial Day Holiday May 26 Manorial Day Holiday
June 7 Spring Quarter Ends May 30 Spring Quarter Ends
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HISTORY OF MISSOULA TECHNICAL CENTER
History shews that the Missoula Technical Center started small, with 
big convicticn: Mxitana people deserve a chance at the specialized jobs 
opening up as the region expands. Deserving a chance meant getting proper 
training, preferably right in the hone territory.
The 1966 start of this training had roots in two existing Missoula 
County High School District programs: adult part-time classes and a few 
full-time occupational courses for adults.
The District had established, in 1960, a training program in licensed 
practical nursing, one of the first post-secondary, full-time occupational 
programs in Montana through a high school system. Between 1960 and 1966, 
federal funding became available for additional full-time programs.
Though these and the LPN program were operated by the District, in those 
early years they had little formal identity within the District; they did not 
constitute a school.
In 1966 the MCHS proposal for a state vocational technical school in 
Missoula went to the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. MCHS 
trustees, administrators, teachers, students, and a dedicated core of inter­
ested businessmen collected facts and developed them into the proposal, pre­
senting to the State the need for a full-time vocational technical facility 
in Missoula.
Statistics and statements of advocacy for the proposal came from such 
sources as the State Employment Service, tlianplcyment Ccmpensation Commission, 
Superintendent of Public Instruction, the University of Montana Business and 
Economic Research staff, Montana State Extension Service, Agricultural Edu­
cation faculty, and the Missoula Mineral Hunan Resources, Inc.
The State accepted the MCHS proposal, and on October 18, 1966, authorized 
a Missoula area vocational technical school as outlined in the Vocational 
Education Act. In 1967 the MCHS Board of Trustees approved the establishment 
of the center, and Missoula County voters passed a one time 19 mill levy to 
raise construction funds, the local amount to be Hatched by state and federal 
money.
From 1966 to 1969 Missoula Technical Center operated by utilizing rented 
and loaned facilities for classroan, labs, and shops. The main MTC building 
(Building "A") opened in 1969. In addition to the main building a second 
(Building "B") was remodeled and enlarged. Cne additional building, located 
on another site was constructed in 1971, providing much needed space for 
expansion.
Missoula Technical Center is one of five state designated post-secondary 
vocational technical centers in Montana. MFC is governed by the Missoula 
County High School District Board of Trustees, with the State Board of Educa­
tion approving programs and budgets.
Missoula Technical Center enrollment has grown firan 108 in 1967-68, to 
996 in 1971-72, and a probable 1000-1200 during 1973-74.
The present degree level of instructional staff includes 1 doctors, 9 
masters, 18 bachelors, and 9 below the bachelors level. Misscula Technical 
Center considers the work experience its instructional staff possesses a 
valuable resource. Because of this it is necessary to document the work 
experience background of instructors which ranges from a minium of approxi­
mately 2 years to a maximum of 35 years. .
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MISSOULA TECHNICAL CENTER 
PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECT DES
Vocational technical education is a major factor in the growth, welfare, 
and econctny of the national ccnrnunity. It is unique in that its frame of 
reference must be in occupational terms and dimensions. It constitutes a 
significant part in the mainstream of education and assumes a responsible role 
in preparing people for contributory roles in society.
Missoula Technical Center has been developed in response to present 
and predicted needs of cortmunity, state and nation, which continually change. 
The objectives
1. Provide pre-auployment education
2. Upgrading for the employed
3. Re-educating for employment
4. Cctmtunity service and involvement
reflect Missoula Technical Center's assumed responsibility in meeting those 
needs.
ACCREDITATION AND APPROVAL
Missoula Technical Center was designated as a State Vocational Technical 
Center by the Montana legislative Assembly H.B. 481, effective July 1, 1969, 
and the State Board of Education.
The curriculum is approved by the Montana Department of Public Instruction 
and the State Board of Education. Missoula Technical Center's programs are 
further approved by the United States Office of Education, Veteran's Adminis­
tration, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, and 
other agencies for specific programs. .
Missoula Technical Center has been granted candidate status by the North­
west Association of Secondary and Higher Schools.
STULENT SERVICES
HOUSING
Currently, Missoula Technical Canter does not have on-canpus housing.
However, there is housing available in the cairnunity. The Supervisor of Stu­
dent Services has the responsibility of keeping a current list of housing 
accommodations.
FOOD SERVICE
The food service program porvides students at Missoula Technical Center 
with short orders during the approximate hours of 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. In 
addition to short orders, the program serves a choice of drinks and various 
snacks during break periods.
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FOOD SERVICE (CCNT.)
A large eating and lounge area is provided for the faculty and students 
next to the food service program facility. Service is similar to cafeterias 
style. Cleanliness and sanitation are maintained to ccmply with State and 
County health standards.
FINANCIAL AID
Financial Aid available includes scholarships, long-term educational 
loans, and work study assignments. Application for financial aid is avail­
able from the Supervisor of Student Services. When completed the application 
should be returned to his office along with a completed parents' confidential 
statsnent. Awards are made along federal and administration guidelines, 
primarily on the basis of need.
COUNSELING AND TESTING
Counselors are available to help students with academic and personal 
difficulties, administration and interpretation of personal and vocational 
tests, and life and career planning. A wide variety of interest, mental 
ability, and aptitude tests are available on request from a counselor. These 
tests are designed to assist the student in life and career planning. Pro­
fessional attitudes of Missoula Technical Center's counselors permits stu­
dents to freely discuss their personal problans.
BOOKSTORE
The bookstore carries an inventory of most required tools, textbooks, 
and supplies. Other items as suggested by the instructors and students are 
also available for purchase. Bookstore prices are established to meet the 
expenses of the bookstore and maintain a minimtin margin for operation. The 
bookstore is established as a service to the institutional community. It 
is organized as a business operation and managed and accounted for as such; 
and requires the practice of the following established bookstore policies:
Books may be returned for full credit within two weeks after 
the beginning of the term in which purchased.
To receive full credit, bocks must be returned in new condition, 
without writing, and accompanied by cash register receipt and a 
drop/add or withdrawal form.
Fifty percent of new cost is paid for current editions of bocks 
in usable condition.
Books in poor condition (with broken bindings, excessive under­
lining, missing pages, etc.) have no value and will not be bought 
back.
Books will be bought back during the second week of each new 
quarter. Only those bocks that were used the previous quarter, and 
will be used again will be purchase d. Two days will be designated 
and posted by the bockstore manager for the book buy backs.
A used bock will only be bought back twice.
There will be no temporary charges allowed in the bookstore. 
Bookstore hours will be posted.
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RESOURCE CENTER
The Resource Center is responsible for processing, circulating, and 
maintaining a well-balanced collection of printed materials, audio-visual 
equipment, and audio-visual materials. The Resource Center reflects the 
diversity of program offerings of the school and serves as a central refer­
ence library. It serves students, faculty, and district residents with 
materials as diverse as their needs and as diverse as the program offerings 
at the school. The Resource Center has a working relationship with selected 
libraries for interlibrary loans. Instructors and students may request books 
and materials not available in the Missoula Technical Center collection 
through the Resource Center staff.
The Resource Center is a service center designed to assist the adminis­
tration, the staff, and the students of MFC in providing the best instruction­
al materials and audio-visual hardware available for vocational technical 
education. Materials cn file include:
Books
Periodicals
Non-print (filmstrips, tapes, transparencies) 
Vertical file (pamphlets, clippings, pictures) 
Course outlines 
School catalogs 
Publishers and producers catalogs for books, audio-visual 
materials, and periodicals
Missoula Technical Center has three buildings to serve with its 
Resource Center. In addition to the building in which the Resource Center 
is located, MFC has a second building just a few feet behind, and a third 
site approximately three miles away. For this reason an attarpt will be 
made to establish satellite Resource Centers in the other two buildings.
The Resource Center makes its services available to stulents and faculty 
from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day school is in session.
PLACEMENT SERVICE
The Supervisor of Placement assists any current student, graduating 
student, or alumnus in obtaining part- or full-time employment as closely 
related to the student's career goals as possible.
Brplqyers are encouraged to list job vacancies with the placerent office, 
consider Missoula Technical Center students and graduates for job openings, 
and conduct on-canpus interviews.
The Supervisor of Placement has identified responsibilities of the place­
ment office and students to insure an effective placement service.
Placement service responsibilities:
To maintain a current file on job openings both part-time and 
full-time.
To attarpt, with the help of your instructor, to place you in a 
job suited to your abilities.
To furnish you with current information or employment regulations 
for both industry and the government.
To supply prospective anployers with copies of your placement file 
upon the request of either the atployer or yourself.
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piAcaen1 service (oont. )
Student responsibilities:
To register with the placement service and to corplete all items 
required for your personal file.
To be suitably groaned and dressed before going to any job inter­
view.
To secure an introduction card from the plaoanent service before 
going on a job interview.
To keep the placertent service informed as to the results of any 
job interviews which you have.
To notify the placement service imediately after you have accepted 
a job.
To complete and return follow-up cards which may be sent tc you 
after you have become employed.
INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS
Missoula Technical Center has an int.tanural athletic program.. This 
program, including all of its activities, is planned, organized, and coordi­
nated by the student government. Examples of present intramural activities 
are basketball, softball, and volleyball.
STUDENT RECORDS
The release of student's grades, transcripts, and other data requires 
authorization by the student.
DEVELOPMENTAL CeWTBR
fte Developmental Center provides: basic education for students who 
have rot yet finished the eighth grade; G.E.D. preparation; administration 
of G.E.D. examinations; assistance to students ir carpleting class assign­
ments; naoedies for marginal academic deficiencies in areas directly related 
to course completion; special help for students with physical and mental 
handicaps; diagnostic testing, and their administration and follcw~cp in math 
and. reading.
STUDENT G0VE1WENT
A faculty advisor works with the student government and acts as a liaisor 
between the student government and the administration. Each program is re­
quested to have a student representative to participate in the student govern­
ment activities. Hie student body elects officers who organize themselves in 
accordance with tlie student government's constitution and bylaws. The meet­
ings are scheduled regularly to plan student and campus activities. Students 
can assume an active role in virtually every area of the school's operation 
through the student government.
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ADMISSION AND REGISTRATION
AGE REQUIREMENT
Anyone sixteen years of age or older, irregardless of educational back­
ground, is considered for openings in the program area of their interest, 
providing they can benefit from training.
APPLICATION
Application forms for admission are available at the Missoula Technical 
Center's Admissions Office and all high schools in the State. Applications 
for certain programs require proof of physical examination. Physical forms 
are also available from the Admissions Office. Do not submit proof of physical 
exam until the Admissions Office requests it.
ACCEPTANCE
Programs are filled on a first core, first serve basis. Students are 
accepted on the basis of the date they ccnplete application requirements. The 
school does not have an admissions test. Notification of one's acceptance 
status will be sent within two weeks after application requirenents are com­
pleted. Students nust, if accepted, return the intent to enroll form and 
$25 nonrefundable portion of student fees. If the intent to enroll form and 
$25 portion of the fees have not been returned within two weeks fron the 
mailing date of the acceptance letter, the application and its acceptance will 
be invalidated. If an application becomes invalidated, one must submit new 
application materials if desired.
Seme programs at Missoula Technical Center can be entered any school day. 
Others can only be entered on a quarterly or yearly basis. Refer to the pro­
gram offerings section of this catalog for more detailed information.
EXPENSES
There is a basic $100 fee charged to those attending Missoula Technical 
Center. The fee amount was determined by the State Legislature and is good 
for one calendar year. Che half of the collected fee is sent to the State 
Treasurer, the other half rsnains at Missoula Technical Center. Twenty-five 
dollars of the amount remaining at the Center is nonrefundable and is paid 
when acceptance has been determined.
The following refund schedule will apply: 
Before class begins refund 100% 
During first week of class refund 50% 
During second week of class refund 25% 
After the second week of class no refund will be given
The above refund schedule will apply only if the student withdraws 
from the vocational technical center in the approved manner.
Additional charges may be assessed against the student for itsns which 
become the property of the student and are of value to him after completing 
the course. Exanples: textbooks, uniforms, coveralls, tools and personal 
safety equipment. See program section of the catalog .
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REGISTRATION
Letters to students informing them of registration will be mailed approxi­
mately three weeks before registration day.
REGULATIONS
STUDENT LOUNGE
Student lounges may be used as eating and smoking areas. Because of fire 
hazard and courtesy, smoking and eating are prohibited in classroans, labora­
tories, and corridors.
PARKING
Parking areas for students are provided near all building sites. Each 
vehicle must have a Missoula Technical Center parking decal affixed to the 
front bumper of each vehicle.
ATTENDANCE
Students absent frcm specific class(es) five consecutive or eight total 
days will be dropped fran those classes.
chanct: form
Students wishing to change information in their file, curriculums, or 
advisers should obtain a change form from their advisor, who will provide 
further direction.
DROP/ADD
If one wishes to drop a course, add a course, or both, a Drop/Add 
Form will be necessary. Your advisor will assist you in canpleting the form.
WITHDRAWALS
Withdrawals will be affected by correctly carpleting all of the require­
ments on the withdrawl form which can be obtained at the Admissions Office.
GRADING
Six grades are used at Missoula Technical Center. They are as follows:
D - Distinctive Able to master the skills and knowledges 
of the course with a high degree of accuracy 
and little or no supervision.
P - Proficient Able to perform the skills and knowledges of 
the course adequately with minimal supervision.
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GRADING (CONT.)
R - Recycle Has not met course requirements.
I - Incarplete Has work to be completed to receive a grade 
in the course.
Ch - Challenge Has passed all proficiency tests for a course 
without participating in the regular course 
activities.
W - Withdrawal Students initiating an official withdrawal 
before completing a course.
PROBATION
Twenty contact hours is considered a full schedule. Ten contact hours 
per quarter must be completed or the Admissions Office will notify student 
of their probationary status.
CERTIFICATES AND DIPIDMS
Certificates are issued to all student carpleting any program irregard- 
less of its length. After a certificate has been issued and the graduate 
completes and verifies six months of successful work experience, a diploma 
is awarded.
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ALLIED HEALTH
HOUSEKEEPER AIDE
Nature of Work: Housekeepers are employed to clean rooms and halls in 
hospitals, hotels, and similar establishments, performing any caitoination of 
the following duties: dust furniture, vacuum carpets, clean bathroom fixtures 
empty waste containers, replenish towels and soap, make beds, keep utility 
and storage roans neat and orderly, distribute linen, serve meals, and clean 
equipment and supplies.
Length of Option: 4 weeks
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Nurter Course Title Hours
3020 Consular Economics 20
5505 Basic Science 10
5507 Housekeeping Principles 10
5510 Vocational Relationships I 5
5530 Nursing Needs of People in Illness I 20
5595 Clinical Experience 40
TOTAL 105
DIETARY AIDE
Nature of Work: Dietary Aides assist dietitians in planning menus, engage 
in serving food in a food service department; oversee the cleaning of kitchen 
and dining areas, utensils and equipment; keep records cm amounts and cost of 
meals served; and requisition supplies.
length of Option: 12 weeks
Syllabus: .
Course Number Course Title
Contact 
Hours
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
3020 Consumer Economics 20
5505 Basic Science I 10
5510 Vocational Relationships 5
5515 Nutrition 30
5530 Nursing Needs of People in Illness I 20
5594 Clinical Experience 185
TOTAL 310
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NURSING ASSISTANT
Nature of Work: The Nursing Assistant assists in the care of hospital 
patients, under the direction of nursing and medical staff. Duties could 
include answering signal lights and bells to determine patient's needs; 
bathing, dressing, and undressing patients; transporting patients to treat­
ment units using wheelchairs or similar devices, or assisting than to walk. 
In addition the Nursing Assistant might dust and clean patient's rooms; 
change bed linens; take and record temperature, pulse, respiration, food and 
liquid intake and output. They might also apply carpresses and hot water 
bottles; clean, sterilize, store, prepare, and issue dressing packs, treat­
ment trays, and other supplies.
Length of Option: 12 weeks
Syllabus:
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
3020 Consumer Economics 20
5501 Body Structure and Function and
Conditions of Illness I 10
5502 Body Structure and Function and
Gnndi t"i ons of Illness II 5
5505 Basic Science I 10
5510 Vocational Relationships I 5
5511 Vocational Relationships II 15
5515 Nutrition 30
5520 Medical Terminology 12
5530 Nursing Needs of People in Illness I 20
5531 Nursing Needs of People in Illness II 115
5593 Clinical Experience 170
TOTAL
PSYCHIATRIC AIDE
Nature of Work: Psychiatric Aides assist mentally ill patients, working 
under the direction of nursing and medical staff. They assist patients in 
bathing, dressing, and grooming. Psychiatric Aides accompany patients to and 
from wards for examination and treatment, and administers prescribed medica­
tion, encouraging them to participate in social and recreational activities 
to prorote rehabilitation. They assist patients in becoming accustomed to 
hospital routine, help in detecting unusual behavior and escort patients 
off grounds when necessary.
Length of Option: 12 weeks
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PSYCHIATRIC AIDE (CONT.)
Syllabus;
Contact
Course Nurrber Course Title Hours
3020 Consumer Econcmics 20
5501 Body Structure and Function and
10
5502 Body S L_l Lk»z L-lil.u di id Fuiil Lioi i diid
Conditions of Disease II 5
5504 Body Structure and Function and
Conditions of Disease IV 10
5505 Basic Science I 10
5510 Vocational Relationships I 5
5511 Vocational Relationships II 15
5515 Nutrition 30
5520 Medical Terminology I 12
5530 Nursing Needs of People in Illness I 20
5531 Nursing Needs of People in Illness II 115
5592 Clinical Experience 310
TOTAL 557
PRACTICAL NURSE
Nature of Work: The Practical Nurse cares for ill, injured, convalescent 
•nd handicapped persons in hospitals, clinics, private hemes, sanitariims, an 
similar institutions. Practical Nurses take and record tenperatures, blood 
pressures, pulse and respiration rates; dress wounds; observe patients and 
report adverse reactions; administer specified medication; assemble and use 
a variety of equipment; perform routine laboratory work; sterilize equipment 
and supplies; record food and fluid intake and output; assist patients in 
walking, dressing, and bathing; clean rooms and make beds.
Length of Option: 52 weeks
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
3020 Consumer Econcmics 20
5501 Body Structure and Function and
Conditions of Disease I 10
5502 Body Structure and Function and
Conditions of Disease II 5
5503 Body Structure and Function and
Conditions of Disease III 200
5504 Body Structure and Function and
Conditions of Disease TV 10
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PRACTICAL NURSE (CONI.)
Syllabus:
Course Nunber Course Title
Contact 
Hours
5505 Basic Science I 10
5506 Basic Science II 10
5510 Vocational Relationships I 5
5511 Vocational Relationships II 15
5512 Vocational Relationships III 10
5515 Nutrition 30
5520 Medical Terminology I 12
5521 Medical Terminology II 23
5530 Nursing Needs of People in Illness I 20
5531 Nursing Needs of People in Illness II 115
5532 Nursing Needs of People in Illness III 45
5535 Drugs the Their Administration 45
5540 Care of Mother and Newborn 20
5545 Care of Children 20
5591 Clinical Experience 1220
5597 First Aid 28
TOTAL 1873
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AVIATION
Nature of Work: The professional pilot is involved in all phases of 
flight planning, instrument and cross-country flying, and taking off and land­
ing a variety of aircraft. The pilot uses numerous aircraft systems, controls, 
and equipnent. He must perform preflight and postflight inspections, fre­
quently providing preventative and minor maintenance on aircraft. In addition 
many pilots teach subject matter necessary for pilots working toward private, 
ccnmercial, instrument, and flight instructor ratings. Employment is usually 
found with a fixed base operator.
Length of Program: 6 quarters
Syllabus:
Course Ntnber Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
0501 Basic Electricity 25
0506 Aviation Math 25
0507 Aviation Fundamentals 100
0508 Flight Publications and Planning 50
0516 Radio Oomnunication Procedures 50
3015 Human Relations 50
300"
SECOND QUARTER
0505 General Aviation Survey 25
0510 Flight Safety 25
0511 Navigation 100
0515 Meteorology 50
0517 Radio Navigation I 50
0535 Flight Instruction I 20
3010 Oral Cormunications 50
350
THIRD QUARTER
0518 Radio Navigation 50
0520 Aviation Literature 25
0521 Analysis of Flight Maneuvers I 25
0523 Aviation Physiology 50
0525 Aircraft Recognition 25
0536 Flight Instruction II 40
0540 Fundamentals of Instructing I 25
3020 Consumer Economics 20
260
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AVIATION (CCNT.)
Syllabus:
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
FOURTH QUARTER
0519 Radio Navigation III 50
0522 Analysis of Flight Maneuvers II 100
0537 Flight Instruction III 45
0541 Fundamentals of Instructing II 50
0545 Search, Rescue, and Survival 25
3005 Technical Ccnmunicatians 50
320
Firm QUARTER
0538 Flight Instruction TV 45
0546 Propulsion Systems 50
0551 Aviation Marketing Survey 50
0555 Airport Development and Management 50
0560 Aviation Law 50
0597 First Aid I 8
5003 Business Principles/Econanics 30
283
SIXTH QUARTER
0539 Flight Instruction 40
0556 Airport Development and Management II 50
0570 Mountain Flying Techniques and
Procedures 25
0575 Aerial Photo Techniques and
Procedures 25
0580 Aerospace Vehicles 25
0586 Principles of Supervision 50
0587 Fixed Base and Terminal Operators 50
0589 Aerial Application 25
290
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BUSINESS AID OFFICE
GENERAL SECRETARY
Nature of Work: The General Secretary takes shorthand dictation and 
transcribes correspondence and reports frcm shorthand notes or machine tran­
scribers. She is responsible for coordinating, expediting and facilitating 
the activities of a business office. She serves as an aide for the business 
executive and frequently supervises the office clerical staff. •
Length of option: 5 quarters
Syllabus:
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
.1001 Business Math 50
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1040 Shorthand 50
3001 Written Ccranunications 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
255
SECOND QUARTER
1005 Filing 20
1016 '.Typing II 50
1030 Secretarial Accounting I 30
1041 Stenography I 70
3010 Oral Conmunications 50
3020 Consumer Econcmics 20
240
THIRD QUARTER
1010 Office Machines 50
1017 Typing III 50
1031 Secretarial Accounting II 30
1042 Stenography II 70
3015 Human Relations 50
250
FOURTH QUARTER
1018 Typing IV 50
1020 Machine Transcription . 50
1043 Stenography III 70
1075 Office Procedures 50
1501 Introduction to Data Processing 30
250
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GENERAL SECRETARY (CONT.)
Syllabus:
Course Nunber Course Title
Contact 
Hours
FIFTH QUARTER
1044 Stenography IV (Optional) 70
1050 Charm for the Business Girl 20
1060 Records Management 20
1065 Office Management 30
1076 Model Office OR
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
240
LEGAL SECRETARY
Nature of Work: The Legal Secretary reads, sorts, and routes mail. She 
takes and. transcribes dictation including legal papers and pleadings; composes 
Letters and prepares documents from dictated instructions using form files. 
She had a knowledge of law office record keeping, supplies inanagenent, admin­
istrative and business detai 1; knows court rules, service, venue and civi1 
procedure format, and can maintain the law library. She may also supervise 
clerical wrkers; do payroll; serve papers.
Length of option: 5 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact 
Course Nimfoer Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Fi ling 20
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1040 Shorthand 50
3001 Written Communications 50
4001 Legal Secretarial Procedures I 50
310
SECOND QUARTER
1016 Typing II 50
1041 Stenography I 70
3010 Oral Ccranunications 50
4002 Legal Secretarial Procedures II 50
4020 Legal Transcription I 50
270
16
LEGAL SECRETARY (CONT.)
Syllabus:
Course Number
THIRD QUARTER
1042
3015
3020
4021
5001
Course Title
Stenography II
Human Relations
Consumer Econcmics
Legal Transcription II
Introduction to Business
FOURTH QUARTER
1017
1030
1043
1065
4003
4022
Typing III
Secretarial Accounting I
Stenography III
Office Management
Legal Secretarial Procedures III
Legal Transcription III
FIFTH QUARTER
1031 Secretarial Accounting II
1044 Stenography IV (Optional)
1090 Cooperative Work Experience (Optional)
4030 Legal Office Production
5040 Business Law
Contact
Hours
70
50
20
100
30
270
50
30
70
30
50
50
280
30
70
100
100
30
330
MEDICAL SECRETARY TRANSCRIPTIONIST
Nature of Work: The Medical Secretary Transcriptionist transcribes doctors 
reports of patient progress, prognosis, and diagnosis to patients' charts or 
other medical forms. She nay also work in the capacity of a general medical ofi 
secretary performing such duties as billing and collection of patient accounts, 
completion of insurance forms, and typing of routine office correspondence. 
Frequently, she supervises the office clerical staff.
Length of option: 5 quarters
Syllabus:
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
17
MEDICAL SECRETARY TRANSCRIPTIONIST (COOT.)
Course Nutter Course Title
Contact
Hours
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 20
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1097 First Md 8
3001 Written Ccrmunications 50
4501 Medical Terminology 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
313
SECOND QUARTER
1016 Typing II 50
1030 Secretarial Accounting I 30
3010 Oral Conrnunications 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
4502 Medical Terminology II 50
4505 Anatcmy and Physiology 50
4525 Medical Office Procedures 50
300
THIRD QUARTER
1031 Secretarial Accounting II 30
3015 Human Relations 50
4520 Medical Transcription I 100
4526 Medical Office Procedures II 100
280
FOURTH QUARTER
1017 Typing III 50
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
4503 Medical Terminology III 50
4521 Medical Transcription II 50
250
FIFTH QUARTER
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
4504 Medical Terminology IV 50
4522 Medical Transcription III 100
250
18
STENOGRAPHER
Nature of Work.: The Stenographer takes shorthand dictation and transcribes 
correspondence and reports from shorthand notes or machine transcribers. In 
addition, she may assume varied general office duties.
Length of option: 4 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 20
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1040 Shorthand 50
3001 Written Ccnmunications 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
275
SECOND QUARTER
1010 Office Machines 50
1016 Typing H 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1041 Stenography I 70
3010 Oral Carmunications 50
250
THIRD QUARTER
1017 Typing III 50
1042 Stenography II 70
1075 Office Procedures 50
3015 Human Relations 50
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
250
FOURTH QUARTER
1020 Machine Transcription 50
1043 Stenography III (Optional) 70
1076 Model Office OR
1090 Cooperative Wbrk Experience 100
3020 Consumer Economics
19
20
240
Missoula Technical Cente
Resource Center 
909 South Avenue West 
Missoula, Montana 598T
LEGAL STENOGRAPHER
Nature of Work: The Legal Stenographer takes and transcribes shorthand 
and machine dictation .and types legal documents and pleadings. She can do 
fundamental legal procedures foHewing dictated instructions and form files. 
She can also assume reception, filing, and routine law office duties under 
supervision.
Length, of option: 3 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
310
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 20
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1040 Shorthand 50
3001 Written Ccrnmunicaticns 50
4001 Legal Secretarial Procedures I 50
SECOND QUARTER
1016 Typing II 50
1041 Stenography I 70
3010 Oral Ccrrmunications 50
4002 Legal Secretarial Procedures II 50
4020 Legal Transcription I 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
300
THIRD QUARTER
1017 Typing III 50
1042 Stenography II 70
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
4021 Legal Transcription II 100
290
MEDICAL CLERK
Nature of Work: The Medical Clerk prepares and files patient records.
She performs general office duties such as billing and collection of 
patient accounts.
20
MEDICAL CLERK (CONT.)
ccnpletion of insurance forms, typing of routine office correspondence, and 
limited medical transcription. She may also be responsible for preliminary 
examination procedures such as taking height, vreight, temperature, pulse, and 
blood pressure.
Length of option: 4 quarters
Syllabus:
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 20
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
1014 Keybeard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1097 First Aid 8
3001 Written Ccrrrtunications 50
4501 Medi cal. Terminology I 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
313
SECOND QUARTER
1016 Typing II 50
3010 Oral Conrnunications 50
3020 Consumer Eccnanics 20
4502 Medical Terminology II 50
4505 Anatomy and Physiology 50
4525 Medical Office Procedures I 50
270
280
THIED QUARTER
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
3015 Human Relations 50
4520 Medical Transcription I 100
4526 Medical Office Procedures II 100
280
FOURTH QUARTER
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
(Optional Courses) (100)
1017 Typing III 50
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
21
BOOKKEEPER'S ASSISTANT
Nature of Wbrk: The Bookkeeper's Assistant, under the guidance of a qualified 
bookkeeper, computes and records payrolls, records accounts receivable and accounts 
payable, keeps records for inventory control, and records other information vital 
to the record keeping procedure of a business office.
Length of option: 3 quarters
Syl1abus:
Contact
Course Nunber Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
270
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 20
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1032 Accounting I 50
1501 Introduction to Data Processing 30
3001 Written Gzrrrnunications 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
305
SECOND QUARTER
1010 Office Machines 50
1016 Typing II 50
1033 Accounting II- 70
1075 Office Procedures 50
3010 Oral Ccmnunicaticns 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
290
THIRD QUARTER
1017 Typing III' 50
1034 Accounting III • 70
1076 • Model Office OR
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
3015 Human Relations 50
CLERK TYPIST
Nature of Work: The Clerk Typist compiles and types reports, bills, 
appl icatinn forms, shipping tickets, and other data frcm clerical records. These 
activities also include the filing of records and reports, posting information to 
records, sorting and distributing mail, and answering telephone.
22
CLERK TYPIST (PONT.)
Length of option: 3 quarters
Syllabus:
* Contact
Course Nunber Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Fi 1 ing 20
1010 Office Machines 50
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
3001 Written Conrnunications 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
275
SECOND QUARTER
1016 Typing II 50
1020 Machine Transcription 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1075 Office Procedures 50
3010 Oral Ccmnunicaticns 50
230
THIRD QUARTER
1017 Typing III 50
1026
1076
Recordkeeping II 
Model Office OR
30 _
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
250
MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST
Nature of Work: The Medical Receptionist maintains the doctor's appointment 
schedule, types preliminary data on patients' records, arranges hospital ainissic 
and surgery schedules, answers the telephone, maintains the office files, and 
serves as the general receptionist in a medical office.
Length of option: 2 quarters
23
MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST (CONT.)
Syllabus:
Course Number Course Title
Contact 
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 20
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1097 First Aid 8
3001 Written Cannunications 50
4501 Medical Terminology I 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
313
SECO© QUARTER
1016 Typing II 50
3010 Oral Cannunications 50
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
4525 Medical Office Procedures I 50
220
24
DATA PROCESSING
KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
Nature of wack: Keypunch personnel operate keypunch and/or data recording 
machines transcribing (alphabetic and numeric) data from source material onto 
punch cards. In addition the punched card data is checked for accuracy through 
the use of the verifier or verifying machines.
Length of optical: 2 quarters
Syllabus:
Course Nutrioer Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1001 Business Math (Advisor Request) 50
1015 Typing I 50
1030 Secretarial Accounting I 30
1502 Data Processing Math I 50
1505 Principles of Data Processing 70
1510 Keypunch I 50
300
SBCCND QUARTER
1031 Secretarial Accounting II 30
1511 Keypunch II 50
1515 Tabulating Machine Operations 50
1591 Practicum OR
1590 Coop An?.
3005 Technical Cannunications 50
3010 Oral Cannunications 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
250
MACHINE OPERATOR
Nature of Work: The Machine Operator concerns himself with the operation 
of an electronic data processing computer, including reviewing program instruc­
tions, determining procedures for specific runs, reading equipment for operation 
and manipulating and monitoring controls during operation. When ccrrputer troub] 
develops, he halts the computer operation and seeks the source of the trouble. 
Also, the machine operator prepares and operates various unit record machines, 
such as keypunch, verifier, sorter, interpreter, reproducer, collator and 
accounting machines.
25
MACHINE OPERATOR (CCNT.)
Length of option: 3 quarters
Syllabus: .
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1001 Business Math (Advisor Request) 50
1015 Typing I 50
1030 Secretarial Accounting I 30
1502 Data Processing Math I 50
1505 Principles of Data Processing 70
1510 Keypunch I 50
300
1031 Secretarial Accounting II 30
1503 Data Processing Math II 50
1515 Tabulating Machine Operations 50
1540 Computer Operations I 50
3QQ5 Technical Cotmunications 50
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Eccnonics 20
300
THIRD QUARTER
1010 Office Machines 50
1033 Accounting II 70
1530 Practicum Arr.
1541 Computer Operations II 25
1590 Coop Arr.
3010 Oral Cormunications 50
1595 Data Processing Job Awareness Seminar 20
215
PROGRAMMER
Nature of Work: Programmers convert cannon business problems and processes 
to detailed logical flow charts for coding into computer language and solution 
by means of automatic data processing equipment.
Length of option: 6 quarters
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PROGRAMMER (COOT.)
Syllabus:
Course Nuirber - Course Title
Contact 
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1001 Business Math (Advisor Request) 50
1015 Typing I 50
1030 Secretarial. Accounting 30
1502 Data Processing Math I 50
1505 Principles of Data Processing 70
1510 Keypunch I 50
300
SECOND QUARTER
1031 Secretarial Accounting II 30
1503 Data Processing Ifeth II 50
1516 Coiputer Programming Fundamentals 50
1540 Ccnputer Operations I 50
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
250
THIRD QUARTER
1010 Office Machines 50
1033 Accounting II 70
1518 Introduction to Programming 50
1520 Ccnputer Software 25
1541 Computer Operations II 25
5004 Business Principles 30
250
FOURTH QUARTER
1522 Programming I 150
1526 Advanced Programming Techniques 50
3010 Oral Ccrrmunications 50
250
FIFTH QUARTER
1591 Data Processing Practicum Arr.
1523 Progranraing II 150
3005 Technical Communications 50
200
27
PROGRAMMER (CCNT.)
Course Nijnber Course Title
Contact 
Hours
SIXTH QUARTER
1524 Progranrning III 150
1590 Coop OR
1591 Practicum Arr.
1595 Data Processing Jeb Awareness Seminar 20
170
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DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
FOOD SERVICE
Nature of i'fork: Food Service involves preparation and cooking of a 
variety of foods including the use and care of equipment; food standards such 
as selection and preparation of food and the determination of the size of 
servings; sanitation procedures; and cooking methods in restaurants, private 
and public schools, hotels, hospitals, rai1 mad dining cars, ocean 1iners, 
government agencies, manufacturing plants, private clubs, and resorts.
Length of option:
Syllabus:
Course Nunber
FIRST QUARTER
3015
5077
5078
5079
5080
5094
SECOND QUARTER
5081
5082
5083
5084
5085
THIRD QUARTER
5090
3 quarters
Course Title
Contact
Hours
Human Relations - 50
Purchasing, Receiving, Storing and Issuing 50
Sanitation and Personal Hygiene 10
Salad and Pantry Preparation 50
Menu Planning 50
Food Production Principles 50
260
Soups and Sauces 
’■feat Preparation 
Breakfast Training 
Fry Training 
Broiler Training
50
50
50
50
50
250
Cooperative /fork Experience 250
FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT
Nature of Work: Individuals in Food Service Management perform tasks such 
as purchasing, storing, receiving, issuing, accounting for, and controlling of 
food supplies and beverages in establishments serving prepared foods and drinks 
for consumption on their cvn premises or at a place designated by the customer.
Length of option: 4 quarters
29
FOOD SERVICE (CONT.)
Syllabus:
Course Nunber Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3015 Hunan Relations 50
5077 Purchasing, Receiving, Storing and Issuing 50
5078 Sanitation and Personal Hygiene 10
5079 Salad and Pantry Preparation 50
5080 Menu Planning 50
5094 Food Production Principles 50
260
SECOND QUARTER
5081 Soups and Sauces 50
5082 Meat Preparation 50
5083 Breakfast Training 50
5084 Fry Training 50
5085 Broi ler Training 50
250
THIRD QUARTER
3001 Written Ccnmunications 50
3010 Oral Cbnmunications 50
5064 *Food and Beveral Controls 50
5092 *Food and Beverage Principles 50
5093 *Food and Beverage Management and Service 50
250
FOURTH QUARTER
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 250
*Optional
HOTEL AND LODGING
Nature of Work: Individuals in the Hotel and Lodging area are employed as 
Front Office Clerks to greet guests, rent roans, handle mail and do other work 
related to assigning rooms. In snail hotels and motels they may also do sone 
bookkeeping and act as cashier. As an individual becomes experienced he can 
advance by further study or training provided by assistant managers or managers. 
The individual may advance to Front Office Manager or Assistant Manager.
30
HOTEL AND LODGING (PONT.)
‘Optional
Length of option: 4 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3010 Oral Ccrrrnunication 50
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
1015 Typing I 50
5020 Principles of Management 50
5065 Motel-Motor Hotel Management 50
5066 Front Office Management 50
280
SECOND QUARTER
5032 Hotel-Motel Accounting 50
3001 Written Communications 50
5045 ‘Advertising 50
5046 ‘Advertising Canpaign 20
5067 ‘Supervisory Housekeeping 50
5092 *Food and Beverage Purchasing 50
270
THIRD QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
5068 Hotel-Motel Law 50
5069 ‘Maintenance and Engineering 50
5093 Food and Beverage Management 50
5094 ‘Food Production Principles 50
250
FOURTH QUARTER
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 250
APPAREL AND FASHION
Nature of work: Individuals working in Fashion and Apparel will be engaged 
in a wide variety of selling, displaying, and merchandising of clothing and 
accessory items in department stores, specialty shops, and boutiques. Experience 
31
APPAREL AND FASHICN (CONT.)
in sales and display permits individuals to advance into positions of Fashion 
Coordinator Buyer and Merchandise Manager.
Length of option: 4 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Nunber Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1015 Typing I 50
3015 Human Relations 50
5003 Principles of Business 50
5041 Textiles 50
5042 Fashion Trends 50
5095 Seminar 10
5013 Retailing 50
310
SECOND QUARTER
3010 Oral Communications 50
5005 Retail Salesnanship 50
5010 Visual Merchandising 30
5043 Fashion Merchandising 50
5045 Advertising 50
5095 Seminar 10
240
■I'M! RD QUARTER
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
1032 ♦Accounting I 50
3001 Written Ccnrnunications 50
5030 Merchandising Math 30
5019 Retail Store Management 50
5039 Cash Register Operation 20
5046 Advertising Canpaign 20
5095 Seminar 10
260
FOURTH QUARTER
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 250
♦Optional
32
AUTOMOTIVE
Nature of Work: The employee will perform a variety of sales and sales- 
supporting tasks in retail, wholesale, and service establishments engaged in 
selling, renting, storing or caring for cars and trucks, and in selling auto­
motive parts, accessories, and equipment. Positions exist in service stations 
car dealerships, parts departments, service departments, automobile parts 
wholesale stores, and department stares.
Length of option: 4 quarters
Syllabus:
Course Number
AUTO PARTS COUNTERMAN Contact
HoursCourse Title
FIRST QUARTER
3010 Oral Comnunications 50
5003 Principles of Business 50
5010 Visual Merchandising 30
5030 Merchandising Math 30
5013 Retai ling 50
5095 Seninar 10
220
SECOND QUARTER
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
1015 Typing I 50
1032 Accounting I 50
5005 Retail Salesmanship 50
5045 Advertising 50
5048 Auto Parts Counterman Training I 30
5095 Seminar 10
270
THIRD QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
5007 Direct Sales 50
5019 Retail Stores Management 50
5046 Advertising Campaign 20
5039 Cash Register Operation 20
5049 Auto Parts Counterman Training II 30
5095 Seminar 10
230
FOURTH QUARTER
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 250
33
AETCMUTVE (CCECT.)
Syllabus:
Course Nutoer
SERVICE STATION
Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3010 Oral Communications 50
5003 Principles of Business 50
5010 Visual Merchandising 30
5030 Merchandising Math 30
5013 Retailing 50
5095 Saminar 10
220
SECOND QUARTER
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
10.15 Typing I 50
1032 Accounting I 50
5005 Retail Salesmanship 50
5028 Service Station Training I 30
5045 Advertising 50
5095 Seminar 10
270
THIRD QUARTER
3001 Written Caununications 50
3015 Human Relations 50
5007 Direct Sales 50
5019 Retail Store Management 50
5029 Service Station Training II 30
5039 Cash Register Operation 20
5046 Advertising Campaign 20
5095 Seminar 10
280
FOURTH QUARTER
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 250
RETAIL frBNSGEMENT
Nature of Work: The employee will apply principles of salesmanship, 
snperv-i si on, arm; ml i ng. economics, merchandising, advertising, and management to 
a variety of business situations. He may also supervise a small number of
34
RETAIL MANAGEMENT (CWT.) 
employees.
Length of option: 6 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Nunber Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
3010 Oral Communications 50
5003 Principles of Business 50
5010 Visual fferchandising 30
5030 Merchandising Math 30
5013 Retai ling 50
5095 Seminar 10
250
SECOND QUARTER
1015 Typing I 50
1032 Accounting I 50
3015 Hunan Relations 50
5005 Retail Salesmanship 50
5045 Advertising 50
5095 Ssninar 10
260
THIRD QUARTER
3001 Writtai Ccnrnunications 50
5007 Direct Sales 50
5019 Retai 1 Store Management 50
5039 Cash Register Operation 20
5046 Advertising Campaign 20
5091 Practicum 50
5095 Seminar 10
250
35
RETAIL MANAGEMENT (COOT.)
Course Nunber Course Title
Contact
Hours
FOURTH QUARTER
1033 Accounting II 70
1501 Introduction to Data Processing 30
5020 Principles of Management 50
5025 Principles of Marketing 50
5095 Ssninar 10
210
FIETH QUARTER
5006 Advanced Salesmanship 50
5014 Market Trends 30
5016 ♦Managerial Accounting 30
5018 Marketing Management 30
5021 Personnel Management 50
5095 Seminar 10
200
SIXTH QUARTER 1
♦Optional
5008 ♦Wholesaling 30
5022 ♦Small Busi ness Management 50
5031 Applied Economics 50
5033 ♦Credit and Collections 30
5035 ♦Business Law 30
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 150
5095 Seminar 10
5096 Mini Eteview 10
360
HARDWARE AND HOME FURNISHINGS
Nature of Work: Employee is engaged primarily in selling basic line 
hardware; limber building materials; supplies and equipment for hone construc­
tion; merchandise used in furnishing hares such as furniture, household 
appliances, floor coverings, draperies, and specialized lines of home 
furnishings.
Length of option: 4 quarters
Syllabus:
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HARDWARE AND HOME FURNISHINGS (CONT.)
FOURTH QUARTER
Course Nunber Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3010 Oral Communications 50
5003 Principles of Business 50
5010 Visual Merchandising 30
5030 Merchandise Math 30
5013 Retailing 50
5056 *Floor Covering and Drapery 50
5058 ‘Hardware and Building Materials 50
5095 Seminar 10
320
SECOND QUARTER
3001 Written Communications 50
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
1015 Typing I 50
1032 Accounting I 50
5005 Retail Salesmanship 50
5045 Advertising 50
5059 ‘Furniture and Accessories 50
5095 Ssninar 10
340
THIRD QUARTER
3015 Hunan Relations 50
5007 Direct Sales 50
5046 Advertising Campaign 20
5019 Retail Store Managanent 50
5039 Cash Register Operation 20
5061 ‘Sporting Goods 50
5063 ‘Heme Appliances 50
5095 Seminar 10
300
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 250
‘Optional
37
RETAIL SALES
Nature of Work: Retail sales personnel will be involved with in-store 
selling duties which include the selling and recording of each sale. The 
employee may also be responsible for ordering, pricing, stocking, and displaying 
merchandise in retail stores of all types frcm small to large chain operations.
Length of option: 4 quarters
Syllabus:
Course Number Course Title
Contact 
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
3010 Oral Ccrrmunications 50
5003 Principles of Business 50
5010 Visual Merchandising 30
5030 Merchandise Math 30
5013 Retailing 50
5095 Seminar 10
250
SECOND QUARTER
1015 Typing I 50
1032 Accounting I 50
3015 Hunan Relations 50
5005 Retail Salesmanship 50
5045 Advertising 50
5095 Seminar 10
260
THIRD QUARTER
3001 Written Ccnmunicaticns 50
5007 Direct Sales 50
5019 Retail Store Management 50
5039 Cash Register Operation 20
5046 Advertising Campaign 20
5091 Practicum Arr.
5095 Seminar 10
200
FOURTH QUARTER
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 250
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INSURANCE
Nature of Work: The employee will provide information to prospective client 
about the major coverages involved in life, fire, casualty, autcnrbile, and 
property insurance; and social and economic services of insurance.
Length of option: 4 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Hunter Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
1032 Accounting I 50
3010 Oral Communications 50
5051 Principles of Insurance 50
5095 Seminar 10
190
SECOND QUARTER
3001 Written Communications 50
5007 Direct Sales 50
5016 ♦Managerial Accounting 30
5022 ♦Small Business Management 50
5035 Business law 30
5052 Li fe Insurance 50
5031 Applied Economics 50
5095 Seminar 10
320
THIRD QUARTER
1015 Typing I 50
3015 Human Relations 50
5006 Advanced Salesmanship 50
5053 Casualty Insurance 50
5054 Property Insurance 50
. 5095 Seminar 10
260
FOURTH QUARTER
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 250
♦Optional
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RECREATION AND TOURISM
Nature of Work: Variety of sales, counseling, and sales-supporting tasks 
performed by employees and management in establishments engaged in providing 
amusement, recreation, entertainment, or travel services.
4 quartersLength of option:
Syllabus:
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1015 Typing I 50
5032 Hotel-Motel Accounting 50
3010 Oral Ccnmunications 50
5030 Merchandise Math 50
5066 ♦Front Office Management 50
5072 Dimensions of Tourism 50
5095 10
310
SECOND QUARTER
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
3001 Written Carmunications 50
5007 Direct Sales 50
5045 Advertising 50
5068 ♦Hotel-Motel law 50
5070 Introduction to Service Industries 50
5095 Seminar 10
290
THIRD QUARTER
3015 Htman Relations 50
5014 Market Trends 30
5022 Snail Business Management 50
5039 Cash Register Operation 20
5046 Advertising Campaign 20
5071 Service Industry Merchandising 50
5093 ♦Food & Beverage Management 50
5095 Seminar 10
280
FOURTH QUARTER
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 250
♦Optional
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WHOLESALE tfiNAGEMEW
Nature of Work: Sales and sa 1 as-supporting tasks performed by employees anc 
managanent of places of business engaged primarily in selling of goods to 
retailers, industrial, ccumercial, institutional, or professional users.
Length of option: 6 quarters
SyJlabus:
Course Nutrber Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER •
3010 Oral Communications 50
1007 Ten Kay Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
5003 Principles of Business 50
5010 Visual tferchandising 30
5030 Merchandise Math 30
5013 Retailing 50
5095 Seminar 10
250
SECOND QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
1015 Typing I 50
1032 Accounting I 50
5005 Retail Salesmanship 50
5045 Advertising 50
5095 Ssninar 10
260
THIRD QUARTER
3001 Written Ccranunications 50
5007 Direct Sales 50
5019 Retail Store Management 50
5029 Advertising Campaign 30
5039 Cash Register Operation 20
5091 Practicum Arr.
5095 Ssninar 10
210
FOURTH QUARTER
1033 Accounting II 70
1501 Introduction to Data Processing 30
41
WHOLESALE MANA£3MENT
Course Nunber
(CCNT.)
Course Title
Contact
Hours
5020 Principles of Management 50
5025 Principles of Marketing 50
5095 Seminar 10
210
FIFTH QUARTER ' ■
5006 Advanced Salesmanship 50
5014 Market Trends 30
5016 ♦Managerial Accounting 30
5018 Marketing Management 30
5021 Personnel Managsnent 50
5095 Seminar 10
200
SIXTH QUARTER
5008 Wholesaling 30
5022 Small Business Management 50
5031 Applied Economics 50
5033 ♦Credit & Collections 30
5035 ♦Business Law 30
5095 Ssninar 10
5096 Mini Review 10
210
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EDUCATIONAL AIDE
PRESCHOOL AIDE
Nature of Work: Most of the Aides work di nectly with snail children, 
performing such tasks as story telling, directing games and education 
activities, and comforting children. Other duties might include operating 
basic a-v equipment, preparing simple meals, first aid, and minor office duties.
' Length of option: 3 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Nvnber Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1014 Keyboard Typing (if needed) 25
.1015 Typing I 50
3015 Human Relations 50
9001 General Classroom Instruction I 100
9005 Library Instruction I 50
9019 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional
Materials Development I 50
9015 Office Skills and Practice 50
375
SECOND QUARTER
3020 Consumer Economics 20
9002 General Classroom Instruction II 20
9012 Introduction to Artwork 30
9013 Principles of Artwork 50
1018 Introduction to Special Education 30
9091 Practicum I 150 
'300
THIRD QUARTER
9092 Practician II 350
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TEACHER AIDE
Nature of Work: The Teacher Aide is primarily an aide to the teacher and 
the child, with a variety of duties including preparing bulletin boards, tutoring 
operating a-v equipment, correcting tests, first aid, typing, filing, and helping 
prepare materials for art projects and other activities.
Length of option: 3 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Nunber Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1014 Keyboard Typing (if needed) 25
1015 Typing I 50
3015 Human Relations 50
9001 General Classroan Instruction I 100
9005 Library Instruction I 50
9010 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional
Materials Development I 50
9011 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional
Materials Development II 50
9015 Office Ski!Is & Practice 50
425
SECOND QUARTER
3020 Consumer Economics 20
9002 General Classroom Instruction II 20
9012 Introduction to Artwork 30
9013 Principles of Artwork 50
9014 Children's Literature 20
9018 Introduction to Special Education 30
9091 Practicum I 150
320
THIRD QUARTER
9092 Practicum II 350
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LIBRARY AIDE
Nature of Vfork: Library Aide duties might include shelving materials, 
reference work, typing, operating a-v equipment, preparing bulletin boards, 
mending backs, story tel 1ing, ordering materials, and filing.
Length of option: 3 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1014 Keyboard Typing (if needed) 25
1015 Typing I 50
3015 Human Relations 50
9001 General Classroom Instruction I 100
9005 Library Instruction I 50
9010 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional 
Materials Development I 50
9011 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional 
Materials Development II 50
9015 Office Skills and Practices 50
425
slccnd quarter
1016 Typing n 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
9002 General Classroom Instruction H 20
9006 Library Instruction H 50
9012 Introduction to Artwork 30
9014 Children's Literature 20
9091 Practicun I 150
340
THIRD QUARTER
9021 Practicum II 350
SCHOOL CLERK—SECRETARY
Nature of Work: Responsibilities of a School Clerk-Secretary may include 
typing, filing, recordkeeping, operating a-v equipment, preparing bulletin 
boards, first aid, ordering materials, and general office maintenance.
Length of option: 3 quarters
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SCHOOL CLERK-SECRETARY (CCNT.)
Syllabus:
Course Humber Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1014 Keyboard Typing (if needed) 25
1015 Typing I 50
3015 Human Relations 50
9001 General Classroom Instruction I 100
9005 library Instruction I 50
9010 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional
Materials Development I 50
9011 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional
Materials Development II 50
9015 Office Skills and Practices 50
425
SECOND QUARTER
1001 Rn.qj nAss Math 50
1016 Typing II 50
3001 Written Ccrnnunications 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
9002 General Classroom Instruction II 20
9012 Introduction to Artwork 30
9016 Office Ski 11s and Practice H 20
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
270
HURD QUARTER
1040 Shorthand I 50
9091 Practicum I 300
350
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ELECTROMECHANICAL
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY
Nature of Work: Employment is generally related to the maintenance and 
repair of a variety of industrial machinery driven by electric motors or which 
are electrically controled.
Length of option: 4 quarters
Syllabus:
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
2050
2060
Basic DC Theory
Basic Algebra
100
50
150
SECOND QUARTER
2052
2062
Basic AC Theory
Basic Trigonometry
100
50
150
THIRD QUARTER
2054
2056
Introduction to Semiconductors 
Electrical Machines
100
100
200
FOURTH QUARTER
2058 Motor Contr-ls and DC Drives 150
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
Nature of Work: Most employment involves experiences concerned with 
the assembly, installation, operation, maintenance, and repair of communi­
cations equipment and systems of all types, associated with industry, i.e., 
industrial sound systems, closed circuit television, telemetry, data trans­
mission, and remote control.
Length of option: 6 quarters
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INDUSTRIAL ELBCTRCMIC COMCCTCATIONS (CCNT.)
Syllabus:
Course Nunber
FIRST QUARTER
Course Title
Contact
Hours
2001
2010
2020
Direct Current Theory 
Math I 
Physics I
150
50
50
250
SECOND QUARTER
2002 Alternating Current Theory 150
20U Math II 50
2021 Physics II 50
3020 Ccrstrer Economics 20
270
THIRD QUARTER
2003 Tube and Semiconductor Theory 150
2012 Math HI 50
2022 Mechanisms 50
3010 Oral Ccmnunications 50
300
FOURTH QUARTER
2005 Saniconductor Circuits 150
2027 Cccputer Fundamentals 150
3005 Technical Ccmnunications 50
350
FIFTH QUARTER
2004 Direct and Alternating Current Machines 100
2041 Industrial Ccmnunications 150
3015 Bran Relations 50
300
SIXTH QUARTER
2042 Electronic Ccmnunications II 150
2043 Telanetry and Remote Control 150
300
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INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Nature of Work: Industrial electronics technicians use and service testing 
equipment and troubleshooting circuits; repair photoelectric controls, titters, 
selector switches, counters, recorders, and transducers, solid-state devices and 
ocrnponents, magnetic arrplifiers, motors, motor controls, electronic heating, 
saturable reactors, servomechanisms, pulse circuits, and computers.
Length of option: 6 quarters
Syl 1 ahi i.q :
Contact
Course M’jnber Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
2001 Direct Current Theory 150
2010 Math I 50
2020 Physics I 50
250
SETUID QUARTER
2002 Alternating Current Theory 150
2011 Math II 50
2021 Physics U 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
270
THUD QUARTER
2003 Tube and Semiconductor Theory 150
2012 Math III 50
2022 Mechanisms 50
3010 Oral Ccmnunications 50
300
FOURTH QUARTER
2005 Semiconductor Circuits 150
2027 Conputer Fundamentals 150
3005 Technical Ccmnunications 50
350
FIFTH QUARTER
2004 Direct and Alternating Current Machines 100
2025 Industrial Electronics I 150
3015 Human Relations 50
300
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INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS (QCHT.) .'
Course Number Course Title
SIXTH QUARTER
2026 Industrial Electronics II
2028 Motor Control
Contact
Hours
150
150
300
50
FORESTRY
FORESTRY TECHNOLOGY
Nature of Work: The Forestry Technician works with and supplements the 
professional forester. Duties performed may include log scaling, timber 
cruising, timber narking, road location and layout, silvicultural practices, 
fire prevention and control, insect and disease control, recreation management 
range and wildlife surveys, and seeding and planting. The technician usually 
begins his career as a member of a working crew. As his competence increases, 
the opportunities available broaden rapidly.
Length of option: 6 quarters
Syllabus:
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
2501
2505
2520
2521
2530
2581
3020
Orientation to Forestry 
Elementary Surveying 
Botany
Dendrology
Forest Measurements I
Forestry Math
Consumer Economics
10
80
70
50
50
50
20
330
SECOND QUARTER
2510
2522
2535
2540
2582
2597
Technical Drawing
Forest Ecology and Silvics
Forest Products
Soils
Statistical Sampling
First Aid I
50
50
50
50
50
8
258
THIRD QUARTER
2506
2523
2531
2545
2550
Advanced Surveying 
Applied Silviculture 
Forest Measurements II 
Fire Protection 
Forestry Tools
80
50
70
50
40
290
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FOREST TECHNOLOGY (PONT.)
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
FOURTH QUARTER
2515 Road locations 70
2560 Introduction to Marketing and Economics 20
2565 Timber Harvesting 70
2570 Recreation Planning and Improvements 50
3005 Technical Cormunicaticns 50
3015 Human Relations 50
310
FIFTH QUARTER
2525 Insect and Disease Control 70
2561 Forest Economics 40
2571 Forest Policy and Laws 50
2575 Supervision and Foremanship 30
3010 Oral Ccrrmunicaticns 50
2555 Photo Interpretations 60
340
SIXTH QUARTER
2516 Road Design and Staking 70
2532 Forest Measurements HI 70
2572 Range and Wildlife Managonent 70
2573 Forest Nbnagsnent 50
2574 Watershed Management 50
310
FORESTRY AIDE
Nature of Work.: The Forestry Aide generally serves as a member of a work 
crew. The major difference between aide and technician job functions center 
on the technician's more highly developed skills in diverse areas of applied 
forestry.
Length of option: 3 quarters
Syl1a bus:
FIRST QUARTER
2501 Orientation to Forestry 10
2505 Elementary Surveying 80
2530 Forest Measurements I 50
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FORESTRY AIDE (CCWT.)
Contact
HoursCourse Number Course Title
2581 Math 50
2586 General Forestry I 30
2588 Resource Managanent I 20
240
SECOND QCKREER
2510 Technical Drawing 50
2555 Photo Interpretation 60
2575 Supervision and Foremanship 30
2587 General Forestry II 20
2589 Resource Management H 50
2597 First Aid I 8
3005 Technical Cannunications 50
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Eccnanics 20
338
THIRD g TARTER
2506 Advanced Surveying 80
2523 Applied Silviculture 50
2531 Forest Measurements II 70
2545 Fire Protection 40
2550 Forestry Tools 80
2585 Road and Trail locations 80
2590 Resource Management HI 70
470
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HEAVY EQUIRE?rr
HEAVY EQUIPMENT MECHANICS
Nature of Work: Heavy Equipment Mechanics repair powerdriven machines such 
as bulldozers, scrapers, loaders, backhoe, patrols, cranes, tractors and equip­
ment ccnracnly used in the construction industry. Mechanics work with basic 
repairs of clutches, cooling systems, transmissions, fuel injection systems, 
drive lines and electrical circuits.
Length of option: 4 gnartors
Syllabus:
Course Number
FUST QUARTER
Course Title
Contact
Hours
3020 Consumer Economics 20
3501 Grade Stakes I 50
3510 Introduction to Lubricants 50
3550 Use of Hand Tools 50
3555 Safety for Mechanics 20
3560 Diesel Mechanics Service I 130
3597 First Aid 8
328
SECOND QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
3520 Operational Math 50
3575 Lubricants and Fuels 50
3580 Internal Contoustion Engines for Mechanics 100
3585 Welding, Cutting, and Burning 100
350
THIRD QT TARTER
3535 Compaction and Compaction Equipment 50
3561 Diesel Mechanics Service II 150
3565 Introduction to Operation 50
3566 Field Operation (Mechanics) 50
300
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
Nature of Work: Heavy Equipment Operators operate the following equipment: 
scrapers, bulldozers, loaders, backhoes, rollers, cranes and patrols. They 
also work on asphalt equipment, asphalt and cement batch plants, crushers and 
other heavy equipment ccraronly used in the construction industry. In addition,
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HEfiVg EQUIPMENT OPERATORS (COOT.)
preventative maintenance, minor repair of equipment, road profiles, grade stake 
setting and grading and carpaction practices are performed.
length of option: 3 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3020 Consumer Economics 20
3501 Grade Stakes I 50
3505 Safety for Operators 20
3510 Introduction, to Lubricants 50
3515 Introduction to Heavy Duty Service 50
3525 Grade Equipment 130
3597 First Aid I 8
328
SECOND QUARTER
3015 Human Relatione: 50
3502 Grade Stakes H 70
3520 Operational Jfath 50
3530
3545
Heavy Equipment Uses
Internal Combustion Engines for Operators 
Welding, Cutting, and Burning
50
30
100
350
3585
THIRD QUARTER
3503 Grade Stakes ttt 70
3516 Heavy Duty Service 50
3535 Carpaction and Carpaction Equipment 50
3540 Field Operation (Operators) 130
300
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HEAVY TRUCK PECH^ICS
HEAVY TRUCK MECHANICS
Nature of Work: Service performed by the Truck Mechanic ranges frcm simple 
troubleshooting to complex engine overhaul. Involvement may include work on the 
power plant, drive train, electrical system, front end and steering component, 
fuel systan, hydraulic system, braking system, cooling system, and suspension 
system.
Length of option: 3 quarters
Syllabus:
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3802 Use of Hand Tools 10
3805 Trade Math 50
3809 Internal Combustion Engines 100
3830 Troubleshooting and Tune-up I 70
3835 Major Overhaul I * . 70
3897 First Aid 8
308
SECCI-ID QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
3320 Welding 50
3825 Drive Train Principles, Maintenance and
Repair 70
3831 Troubleshooting and Tune-up II 70
3836 Major Overhaul II 70
330
THIRD QUARTER
3821 Machine Shop - Lathe Operation 50
3827 Suspension, Steering, and Braking Systems 100
3832 Troubleshooting and Tune-up III 70
3837 Major Overhaul III 70
290
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S'lALL ENGINE REPAIR
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
Nature of Work: Small Engine repairmen maintain and repair a variety of 
small engines on power equipment and vehicles using principles of internal 
combustion engine operation, tools, equipment and technical manuals.
Length of option: 3 quarters
Syllabus:
300
Contact
Course Nutter Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
6001 Introduction to Small Engine Tools and
Equipment 20
6002 Principles of TVro and Four Cycle Engines 100
6004 tfegnetos and Alternators 50
6008 Welding 100
6097 First Aid 8
348
SECOND QUARTER
6005 Drive Systems and Frames 50
6020 Troubleshooting and Tune—up 100
6025 Major Overhaul 150
6030 Shop Recordkeeping 10
310
THIRD QUARTER
6040 Shop Simulation 150
6090 Cooperative Work Experience 150
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welding
WEDDING
Nature of Work: Welders use both gas welding and any combination of arc 
welding processes to weld metal parts together, according to diagrrns, blue­
prints, or other written specifications.
3 quartersLength of option:
Syl 1 a bus;
Course Nutber Course Title
Contact
Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3020 ■Consumer Economics 20
6501 Welding Math 50
6505 Welding Metallurgy I 250
320
SECOND QUARTER
3015 Hunan Relations 50
6506 Welding Metallurgy II 200
6510 Layout and Design I 100
6597 First Aid I 8
358
THIRD QUARTER
6507 Welding Metal 1 urgy III 200
6511 layout and Design II 100
300
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PRDGRAT1S
AJ.TIED HEALTH
Course Number
5501
5502
5503
5504
5505
5506
5507
5597
5510
5511
5512
5515
5520
5521
5530
5531
5532
5535
5540
5545
5591
5592
5593
5594
5595
AVIATION
0501
0505
0506
0507
0508
0510
0511
0515
0516
Course Title
Body Structure and Function and 
Conditions of Illness I
Body Structure and Function and 
Conditions of Illness H
Body Structure and Function and 
Conditions of Illness III
Body Structure and Function and 
Conditions if Illness IV
Basic Science I
Basic Science II
Principles of Housekeeping 
First Aid
Vocational Relationships I
Vocational Relationships H
Vocational Relationships III 
Nutrition
Medical Terminology I
Medical Terminology n
Nursing Needs of People in Illness I 
Nursing Needs of People in Illness II 
Nursing Needs of People in Illness III 
Drugs and Their Administration 
Care of Mother and Newborn 
Care of Children
Clinical Experience (Practical Nursing) 
Clinical Experience (Psychiatric Aide) 
Clinical Experience (Nursing Assistant) 
Clinical Experience (Dietary Aide) 
Clinical Experience (Housekeeping Aide)
Basic Electricity Electronics
General Aviation Survey
Aviation Math
Aviation Fundamentals
Flight Publications's Planning
Flight Safety
Navigation
Meteorology
Radio Communications Procedures
Contact
Hours
10
5
200
10
10
5
10
28
5
15
10
30
12
23
20
115
45
45
20
20
1220
310
170
185
40
25
25
25
100
50
25
100
50
50
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AVIATION (COTT.)
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
0517 Radio Navigation I 50
0518 Radio Navigation II 50
0519 Radio Navigation III 50
0520 Aviation Literature 25
0521 Analysis of Flight Maneuvers I 25
0522 Analysis of Flight Maneuvers II 100
0523 Aviation Physiology 50
0525 Aircraft Recognition 25
0535 Flight Instruction I 20
0536 Flight Instruction II 40
0537 Flight Instruction III 45
0538 Flight Instruction IV 45
0539 Flight Instruction V 40
0540 Fundamental s of Instruction I 25
0541 Fundamentals of Instruction II 50
0545 Search, Rescue, and Survival 25
0546 Propulsion Systems 50
0551 Aviation Marketing Survey .. 50
0555 Airport Development and Management I 50
0556 Airport Development and Management H 50
0560 Aviation law 50
0570 Mountain Flying Techniques and Procedures 25
0575 Aerial Photo Techniques and Procedures 25
0580 Aerospace Vehicles 25
0586 Principles of Supervision 50
0587 Fixed Base and Terminal Operation 50
0589 Aerial Application 25
0597 First Aid I 8
0599 • Independent Study VAR
BUSINESS AND OFFICE
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 20
1007 Ten Key Adder 15
1008 Ten Key Printer 15
1010 Office Machines 50
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1016 Typing II 50
1017 Typing III 50
1018 Typing IV 50
1019 Automatic Typing 20
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Contact
BUSINESS AND OFFICE (PONT.)
Course Nunber Course Title Hours
1020 Machine Transcription 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
1030 Secretarial Accounting I 30
1031 Secretarial Accounting II 30
1032 Accounting I 50
1033 Accounting II 70
1034 Accounting III 70
1040 Shorthand 50
1041 Stenography I 70
1042 Stenography II . 70
1043 Stenography III 70
1044 Stenography IV 70
1050 Charm for the Business Girl 20
1060 Records Management 20
1065 Office Management 30
1075 Office Procedures 50
1076 Model Office 100
1090 Cooperative Work Experience Varies
1091 Practicum Varies
1097 First Aid I 8
1099 Independent Study Varies
4001 Legal Secretarial Procedures I 50
4002 legal Secretarial Procedures II 50
4003 Legal Secretari al Procedures HI 50
4020 Legal Transcription I 50
4021 Legal Transcription H 100
4022 Legal Transcription III 50
4030 legal Office Production 100
4501 Medical Terminology I 50
4502 Medical Terminology II 50
4503 Medical Terminology III 50
4504 Medical Terminology IV 50
4505 Anatomy and Physiology 50
4520 Medical Transcription I 100
4521 Medical Transcription II 50
4522 Medical Transcription III 100
4525 Medical Office Procedures I 50
4526 Medical Office Procedures II 100
4527 Medical Office Procedures III 20
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COMMJNICATICNS
Course Nattier Course Title
('ontacl
1 lours
3001 Written Carmunications 50
3005 Technical Catrnunications 50
3010 Oral Ccmnunications 50
3015 Hunan Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
DATA PROCESSING
1502 Data Processing Math I 50
1503 Data Processing Math II 50
1505 Principles of Data Processing 70
1510 Keypunch I 50
1511 Keypunch II 50
1515 Tabulating Machine Operation 50
1516 Computer Programming Fundamentals 50
1518 Introduction to Programming 50
1520 Computer Software 25
1522 Programing I 150
1523 Programing II 150
1524 Programing III 150
1526 Advanced Programing Techniques 50
1540 Computer Operations I 50
1541 Computer Operations II 25
1590 Cooperative Work Experience Arr.
1591 Practical! Arr.
1595 Data Processing Job Awareness Seminar 20
1597 First Aid 8
1599 Independent Study Arr.
1501 Introduction to Data Processing 30
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
5001 Introduction to Business 30
5002 Business Principles and Economics for 
Aviation 50
5003 Principles of Business 30
5004 Business Principles 30
5005 Retail Salesmanship 50
5006 Advanced Salesmanship 50
5007 Direct Sales 50
5008 Wholesaling 30
5010 Visual Merchandising 30
5013 Retailing 50
5014 Market Trends 30
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DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION (CCNT.)
Course Number
Contact
HoursCourse Title
5016 .Managerial Accounting 30
5018 Market Management 30
5019 Retai 1 Store Management 50
5020 Principles of Management 50
5021 Personnel Management 50
5022 Small Business Management 50
5025 Principles of Marketing 50
5026 Marketing Research 30
5028 Service Station Training I 30
5029 Service Station Training II 30
5030 i-fercliandising Math 30
5031 Applied Economics 50
5032 Hotel-Motel Accounting 50
5033 Credit and Collections 30
5035 Business Law 30
5037 Buying 30
5039 Cash Register Operation 20
5041 Textiles 50
5042 Fashion Trends 50
5043 Fashion Merchandising 50
5045 Advertising 50
5046 Advertising Campaign 20
5048 Auto Parts Counterman Training I 30
5049 Auto Parts Counterman Training II 30
5051 Principles of Insurance 50
5052 Life Insurance 50
5053 Casualty Insurance 50
5054 Property Insurance 50
5056 Floor Covering and Drapery 50
5058 Hardware and Building Materials 50
5059 Furniture and Accessories 50
5061 Sporting Goods 50
5063 Home Appliances 50
5064 Food and Beverage Controls 50
5065 Motel-Motor Hotel Management 50
5066 Front Office Management . 50
5067 Supervisory Housekeeping 50
5068 Hotel-Motel Law 50
5069 Maintenance and Engineering 50
5070 Introduction to Service Industries 50
5071 Service Industry Merchandising 50
5072 Dimensions of Tourism 50
5077 Purchasing, Receiving, Storing, and
Issuing 50
5078 Sanitation and Personal Hygiene 10
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DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION (CONT.)
Course Number Course Title
Contact 
Hours
5079 Salad and Pantry Preparation 50
5080 Menu Planning 50
5081 Soups and Sauces 50
5082 Meat Preparation 50
5083 Breakfast Training 50
5084 Fry Training 50
5085 Broiler Training 50
5090 Cooperative Work Experience Arr.
5091 Practicum Arr.
5092 Food and Beverage Purchasing 50
5093 Food and Beverage Management 50
5094 Food Production Principles 50
5095 Seminar 10
5096 Mini Review 10
5097 First Aid I 8
5099 Independent Study Arr.
ELWATiaCKL AIDE
9001 General Calssrocm Instruction I 100
9002 General Classrocni Instruction II 20
9005 Library Instruction 50
9006 Library Instruction II 50
9010 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional 
Materials Development I 50
9011 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional 
Materials Development II 50
9012 Introduction to ARtwork 30
9013 Principles of Artwork 
Children's Literature
50
9014 20
9091 Practicum I 150
9092 Practicum II 350
ELECTRO* ECHANICAL
2001 Direct Current Theory 150
2002 Alternating Current Theory 150
2003 Tube and Semiconductor Theory 150
2.004 Direct and Alternating Current Machines 100
2005 Semiconductor Circuits 150
2010 Math I (Algebra) 50
2011 Math II (Trigonometry) 50
2012 Math. Ill (Calculus) 50
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ELECTROMEOiANICAL (CONT.)
Ccurse Number Course Title
Contact 
Hours
2020 Physics I 50
2021 Physics II 50
2022 Mechanisms 50
2025 Industrial Electronics I 150
2026 Industrial Electronics II 150
2027 Computer Fundamentals 150
2028 Motor Control 150
2041 Electronic Ccmraunication I 150
2042 Electronic Conrnunication H 150
2043 Telemetry and Remote Control 150
2045 Radio Telephone License I 100
2046 Radio Telephone License II 100
2050 Basic DC Theory 100
2052 Basic AC Theory 100
2054 Introduction to Semiconductors 100
2056 Electrical Machines 100
2058 Motor Controls and DC Drives 150
2060 Basic Algebra 50
2062 Basic Trigonometry 50
2090 Cooperative Work Experience Arr.
2091 Practicrm Arr.
2097 First Aid 8
2099 Independent Study Arr.
FORESTRY
2501 Orientation to Forestry 10
2505 Elementary Surveying 80
2506 Advanced Surveying 80
2510 Technical Drawing 50
2515 Road locations 70
2516 Road Design and Staking 70
2520 Botany 70
2521 Dendrology 50
2522 Forest Ecology and Silvics 50
2523 Applied Silviculture 50
2525 Insect and Disease Control 70
2530 Forest Measurements I 50
2531 Forest Measurements II 70
2532 Forest Measurements III 70
2535 Forest Products 50
2540 Soils 50
2545 Fire Protection 50
2550 Forestry Tools 40
2555 Photo Interpretation 60
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HEAVY EQUIPMENT
FORESTRY (CONT.)
Course Umber Course Title
Contact
Hours
2560 Introduction to Marketi ng and Econcmi cs 20
2561 Forest Economics 40
2565 Tirber Harvesting 70
2570 Recreation Planning and Improvement 50
2571 Forest Policy and Laws 50
2572 Range and Wildlife Management 70
2573 Forest Managament 50
2574 Watershed Management 50
2575 Supervision and Foremanship 30
2581 Forestry Math 50
2582 Statistical Sampling 50
2585 Road and Trail Location 80
2586 General Forestry I 20
2587 General Forestry II 30
2588 Resource Management I 20
2589 Resource Management II 50
2590 Resource Management III 20
2597 First Aid I 8
2598 First Aid II 20
2599 Independent Study Arr.
3501 Grade Stakes I 50
3502 Grade Stakes II 70
3503 Grade Stakes III 70
3505 Safety for Operators 20
3510 Introduction to Lubricants . 50
3515 Introduction to Heavy Duty Service 50
3516 Heavy Duty Service 50
3520 Operational Math 50
3525 Grade Equipment 130
3530 Heavy Equipment Uses 50
3535 Canpaction and Compaction Equipment 50
3540 Field Operation (Operators) 130
3545 Internal Combustion Engines for Operators 30
3550 Use of Hand Tools 50
3555 Safety for Mechanics 20
3560 Diesel Mechanic Service I 130
3561 Diesel Mechanic Service II 150
3565 Introduction to Operation 50
3566 Field Operation (Mechanics) 50
3575 Lubrications and Fuels 50
3580 Internal Combustion Engines for Mechanics 50
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HEAVY EQUIPMENT (CONT.)
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
3585 Welding Cutting and Burning 100
3590 Cooperative Work Experience
(Heavy Equipment) Arr.
3591 Practicum Arr.
3597 First Aid I 8
3598 First Aid II 20
HEAVY TRUCK MECHANICS
3802 Use of Hand Tools 10
3805 Trade Math 50
3809 Internal Combustion Engines 100
3820 Welding 50
3821 Machine Shop - Lathe Operation 50
3825 Drive Train Principles, Ifaintenance and
Repai r 70
3827 Suspension, Steering, and Braking Systems 100
3830 Troubleshooting and Tune-up I 70
3831 Troubleshooting and Tune-up II 70
3832 Troubleshooting and Tune-up HI 70
3835 Major Overhaul I 70
3836 Major Overhaul II 70
3837 Major Overhaul III 70
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
6001 Introduction to Small Engine Tools and
Equipment 20
6002 Principles of Two and Four Cycle Engines 100
6004 Magnetos and Alternators 50
6005 Drive Systems and Frames 50
6008 Welding for Small Engines 100
6020 Troubleshooting and Tune-up 100
6025 Major Overhaul 150
6030 Shop Recordkeeping 10
6040 Small Engine Repair Shop Simulation 150
6090 Cooperative Work Experience 150
6091 Practicum Arr.
6097 First Aid I 8
6099 Independent Study Arr.
WELDING
6501 Welding Math 50
6505 Welding Metallurgy I 250
6506 Welding Metallurgy II 200
6507 Welding Metallurgy III 200
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WELDING (PONT.)
Contact
Course Nunber Course Title Hours
6510 Layout and Design I 100
6511 Layout and Design II 100
6590 Cooperative Work Experience
6591 Practicum
6597 First Aid I
6599 Independent Study
68
srs
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
ATT,TFT) HEALTH
5001 Body Structure and Function and Conditions of T11ness i
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 10
A study of the body as a whole and the interrelationships of its systems.
5002 Body Structure and Function and Conditions of Illness II
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 5
An inventory of those factors causing disease.
5003 Body Structure and Function and Conditions of Illness III
Prerequisite: 5501, 5502 Contact Hours: 200
Hie functioning of the body, its systems and conditions of illness are studied.
5004 Body Structure and Function and Conditions of Illness IV
Prerequisite: 5501, 5502 Contact Hours: 10
Mental health and the role of individuals caring for the mentally ill is the 
major topic covered.
5505 Basic Science I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
A study of the microscopic world that affects the medical field and the 
envirorment.
5506 Basic Science II .
Prerequisite: 5505 Contact Hours: 5
A presentation of chemistry and physics and their relationship to nursing and 
Allied Health field.
5507 Principles of Housekeeping
Prerequisite: 5505 Contact Hours: 10
Cleanliness, care, and maintenance of patient areas in health care facilities.
5510 Vocational Relationships I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 5
This course presents information about the health team, interpersonal relation­
ships and ethics in the field of health occupations.
5511 Vocational Relationships II
Prerequisite: 5510 Contact Hours: 15
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ALLIED HEALTH (CENT.)
5511 cont.
Vocational relationships are studied using a background of growth and 
development.
5512 Vocational Relationships III
Prerequisite: 5511 Contact Hours: 10
The history of medicine and nursing, ethics, and legal aspects of nursing, 
and opportunities for the Licensed Practical Nurse are the main topics in 
this course.
5515 Nutrition
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Normal nutrition needed for maintaining good health is studied along with 
modifications needed in diet for conditions of illness.
5520 Medical Terminology I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 12
A study of the language of medicine and how it is used by the Allied Health 
worker.
5521 Medical Terminology II
Prerequisite: 5520 Contact Hours: 23
A course dealing with medical terms specifically relating to systems of the 
body.
5530 Nursing Needs of People in Illness I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Basic nursing procedures used in caring for the mental, physical, and emotion­
al needs of the person who is ill.
5531 Nursing Needs of People in Illness II
Prerequisite: 5530 Contact Hours: 115
A continuation of 5530 providing for a greater degree of knowledges and skills.
5532 Nursing Needs of People in Illness III
Prerequisite: 5531 Contact Hours: 45
Continuation of 5531
5535 Drugs and Their Administration
Prerequisite: 5532 Contact Hours: 45
Experience in preparing and administering medication.
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ALLIED HEALTH (CENT.)
5540 Care of Mother and Newborn
Prerequisite: 5530 Contact Hours: 20
Prenatal and postnatal care of the mother and care of the newborn.
5545 Care of Children
Prerequisite: 5530 Contact Hours: 20
The care of the child from newborn to later teens is studied with an 
emphasis on understanding the emotional and developmental changes peculiar 
to certain ages.
5591 Clinical Experience (Practical Nursing)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Contact Hours: 1220
Application in clinical areas, of knowledge and skills learned in the class­
room.
5592 Clinical Experience (Psychiatric Aide)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Contact Hours: 310
Same as 559L
5593 Clinical Experience (Nursing Assistant)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Contact Hours: 170
Same as 5591.
5594 Clinical Experience (Dietary Aide)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Contact Hours: 185
Sane as 5591.
American National Red Cross multimedia advanced first aid card course.
5595 Clinical Experience (Housekeeping Aide)
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Contact Hours: 40
Sane as 5591.
5597 First Aide
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Contact Hours: 28
AVIATICN
0501 Basic Electricity/Electronics
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Introduction to basic electricity and electronics followed by a detailed
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AVIATION (CONT.)
0501 cont. .
analysis of aircraft electrical systems, cctrrnunications equipment, and ground 
and airborne navigation equipment.
0505 General Aviation Survey
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
The history of the development of aviation from the Wright Brothers to the 
present.
0506 Aviation Math
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Review of basic math and algebra with emphasis on ratios, proportions, com­
plete understanding of the purpose and use of the E-6B-type Flight Computer.
0507 Aviation Fundamentals
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Introduction to the fundamentals of aircraft flight to include aerodynamics, 
aircraft pre-flight, engine theory and operation, aircraft systems theory 
and operation.
0508 Flight Publications and Planning
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Review and analysis of Federal Aviation Administration regulations, Advisory 
Circulars, Airman's Information Manual and other publications designed for 
safe flight operations.
0510 Flight Safety
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Aircraft accident investigation, analysis and reporting, aircraft emergency 
procedures, and accident prevention.
0511 Navigation
Preraqin-be? None Contact Hours: 100
Introduction to dead reckoning, pilotage, radar, doppler, radio navigation, 
charts, procedures and equipment.
0515 Meteorology
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Detailed study and analysis of meteorological phenomenon and the effects upon 
flight operations, including study of weather observation and reporting.
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0516 Radio Communications Procedures 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to the various types of caircunication equipment a pilot rust 
use, followed by detailed study of procedures for contacting all ground 
facilities and an intensive practice making simulated radio contacts.
0517 Radio Navigation I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Detailed study of instrument flight procedures, flight and engine instruments, 
Radio Facility Charts, navigation aids., letdown and approach procedures, Air 
Route Traffic Control Approach Control and Flight Service Station fac.il ities 
and procedures.
0518 Radio Navigation II
Prerequisite: 0517 Contact Hours: 50
Continuation of 0517.
0519 Radio Navigation III .
Prerequisite: 0518 Contact Hours: 50
Continuation of 0518.
0520 Aviation Literature
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
A survey of civilian and military, state, national and international publica­
tions and trade journals.
0521 Analysis of Flight Maneuvers I
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 25
A detailed analysis of all basic and advanced flight maneuvers required for 
Private and Ccrnmerical Pilot and and Flight Instructor certification by the 
Federal Aviation Administration. Ehphasis is placed on standardization of 
procedures, precision and flight safety.
0522 Analysis of Flight Maneuvers II
Prerequisite: 0521 Contact Hours: 100
Continuation of 0521.
0523 Aviation Psysiology
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The effects of variation in pressure and temperature on the human body with 
changes in altitude; also "G" forces, day and night vision, noise and fatigue.
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Also inducted is training at the Physiological Training Unit (Altitude Cham­
ber) at Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington.
0525 Aircraft Recognition
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Familiarization with the various types and models of aircraft in general and 
ccnmerical aviation, including performance characteristics and capabilities.
0535 Flight Instruction I
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Fall Quarter
Instruction in flight at the fixed base operator's.
Contact Hours: 20
0536 Flight Instruction II 
Prerequisite: 0535 Contact Hours: 40
Same as 0535.
0537 Flight Instruction III
Prerequisite: 0536 Contact Hours: 45
Sane as 0535.
0538 Flight Instruction IV 
Prerequisite: 0537 Contact Hours: 45
Same as 0535.
0539 Flight Instruction V 
Prerequisite: 0538 Contact Hours: 40
Same as 0535.
0540 Fundamentals of Instructing I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Devoted to various methods of academic instruction, i.e., lecture, danonstra- 
tion/performance, problem solving, guided discussion, etc., followed by test 
item construction and analysis.
0541 Fundamentals of Instruction II
Prerequisite: 0540 Contact Hours: 40
Devoted to principles and procedures of flight instruction.
0545 Search, Rescue, and Survival
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
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Techniques and methods of searching for downed aircraft, recovery of downed 
airmen and passengers and training in personal survival techniques.
0546 Propulsion Systems
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
rA study of the theory, operation, performance characteristics and application 
of various types of propulsion systems used in general and cormerical avia­
tion.
0551 Aviation Marketing Survey
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study of the products and services of general and cormerical aviation to 
include ticketing, loading and unloading, cargo preparation, charter, air 
taxi, and supplemental air carriers, private and business flying, flight and 
ground instruction, cost per mile/hcur determination.
0555 Airport Development and Management I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Construction, operation, management and maintenance of a typical airport 
complex; leases, taxes, landing fees, contract and lease negotiation, fuel 
storage, parking, etc.
0556 Airport Development and Management II
Prerequisite: 0555 Contact Hours: 50
Continuation of 0555.
0560 Aviation Law
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
State, federal, and international statutes that apply to aircraft- operation; 
the study of federal and state regulations and directives.
0570 Mountain Flying Techniques and Procedures
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Problems, procedures, and techniques of flight operations in mountainous 
terrain with emphasis on types of equipment adaptable for such operations; 
discussion on methods of entry and exit from specific mountain airfields 
and airstrips in the U. S. Northwest.
0575 Aerial Photo Techniques and Procedures
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
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The study of pilot techniques in vertical and oblique aerial mapping. 
Understanding of altitude, directional control, and platform stability re­
lated to aerial camera setting. Techniques of line steps and starts as 
related to side and endlap percentages and the operation of the intervolo- 
meter and tracking chain. Use of outside air temperature and altimeter 
setting to compute true altitude. Review and understanding of off airways 
pilotage problems and techniques.
0580 Aerospace Vehicles
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
The study of various airplanes and aircraft used in general and commercial 
aviation and space travel with emphasis on recent technological developments 
and their relationship and adaptability to passenger and cargo transportation.
0586 Principles of Supervision
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 50
Lower, middle and upper management concepts and prcblsns in general and com­
mercial aviation.
0587 Fixed Base and Terminal Operation
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Problems of fixed base operators in competing in today's expanding general 
aviation market. Taxes, insurance, leases, cost analysis and accounting, 
state and federal regulations and problems of taxation and depreciation are 
considered.
0589 Aerial Application
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Analysis and discussion of each type of herbicide and pesticide used in aerial 
application operations. Types of aircraft, spreader and handling equipment 
are covered followed by a detailed study of mixing and application techniques. 
The last portion of the course is devoted to the study of agricultural chemi- 3 
cal sources, the preparation of cost estimates and a survey of appropriate 
federal and state statutes and regulations.
0597 First Aid I
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
BUSINESS AND OFFICE
1001 Business Math
Prerequisite: None
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1001 cont.
Review of basic math skills, fractions, and percentages. Expansion and 
application of these concepts to practical problems involving depreciation, 
discounts, selling, interest, notes, drafts, and installment purchases.
1005 Filing ,
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Theory and practice in general methods and systems of storing and retrieving 
information. Emphasis on alphabetic filing procedures with additional 
practice in geographic, noneric, and subject filing.
1007 Ten-Key Adder
Prerequisite: 1001, or 1032, or consent of instructor Contact Hours: 15
Ten-key adder teaches the operational skills of the ten-key adding-listing 
machine with emphasis cn the touch system for accuracy and speed.
1008 Ten-Key Printing Calculator
Prerequisite: 1001, or 1032, or consent of instructor Contact Hours: 15
Ten-key printing calculator teaches the operational skills of the ten-key 
printing calculator with enphasis on time-saving techniques and operational 
knowledge of the machine.
1010 Office Machines
Prerequisite: 1001, or 1032, or consent of instructor Contact Hours: 50
Office machines teaches the operational skills of the ten-key adding-listing 
machine, ten-key printing calculator, rotary calculator, and electronic 
calculator, necessary for successful entry level employment in today's busi­
ness office.
1014 Keyboard Typing
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
A four and one-half week course designed to teach a beginning student the 
following techniques: alphabet and number keys, horizontal and vertical 
centering, machine maintenance, various centering techniques, erasing, and 
seme speed.
1015 Typing I
Prerequisite: 1014 or Pretest Contact Hours: 50
Typing I introduces the student to the fundamental skills of producing mail­
able copy. Included in the course are: basic letters, tables, manuscripts, 
and forms. Speed and accuracy is also stressed.
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1016 Typing II
Prerequisite: 1015 or Pretest Contact Hours: 50
Eirphasis placed on production of mailable work. This will include one-and 
two-page letters, detailed tabulations, manuscripts, carbons, and financial 
statements. Speed and skill also emphasized.
1017 Typing III
Prerequisite: 1016 or Pretest Contact Hours: 50 3
Designated to develop an ability to solve typing problans that arise in 
office situations. Students will produce work frctn disorganized rough draft 
material. Required to complete Expert Typing Kit with a basic speed of 
60 WPM with five errors or less on a five-minute writing.
1018 Typing IV
Prerequisite: 1017 or Pretest Contact Hours: 50
This course will enable the typist to build speed and proficiency in produc­
tion work.
1019 Automatic Typing
Prerequisite: 1015, Typing Speed 60 WPM, Contact Hours: 20
and consent of instructor
The technique of typing on the IBM Magnetic Card Selectric Typewriter. 
Snphasis is placed upon thorough familiarization with the machine, as well 
as speed and accuracy on production assignments.
1020 Machine Transcription
Prerequisite: 1015 or consent of instructor or octuple- Contact Hours: 20 
tion of a'minimum fundamental test on 
spelling or grammar
The techniques of accurate and fast typewritten transcription fron a pre­
dictated belt or tape, as well as competency in spelling, grammar, and 
punctuation.
1025 Recordkeeping I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Introduction to recordkeeping procedures in four areas: banking, office 
cashiering, accounts payable, and accounts receivable. Practical applica­
tion of business math with emphasis on neatness, accuracy, and detail.
1026 Recordkeeping II
Prerequisite: 1025 Contact Hours: 30
Practice in maintaining payroll records, recording of typical business
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papers plus a brief introduction to double-entry bookkeeping through use of 
a combined cash journal.
1030 Secretarial Accounting I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Secretarial Accounting I is an introduction to the double entry accounting 
system, including the accounting equation, journalizing in the general 
journal, posting, and the trail balance.
1031 Secretarial Accounting II
Prerequisite: 1030 Contact Hours: 30
Secretarial Accounting II is a continuation of Secretarial Accounting I 
and such material as the accrual basis of accounting, adjusting, and closing 
entries and the post closing trial balance. It will give the student a 
vrell rounded basis for most accounting or bookkeeping assistant positions.
1032 Accounting I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Basic double entry accounting through the ccrrplete accounting cycle. Errphasis 
is placed on special journals, ledgers, the worksheet, financial statements 
and payroll.
1033 Accounting II
Prerequisite: 1032, 1031 Contact Hours: 70
Accounting II introduces partnership accounting, installment and consignment 
sales, inventory and prepaid expenses, tangible 1eng-lived assets along with 
the accrual accounting applied to a wholesale business.
1034 Accounting III
Prerequisite: 1033 Contact Hours: 70
An introduction and application to corporate equity and cost accounting, 
including manufacturing statements, comparative analysis of financial state­
ments, and job order cost accounting.
1040 Shorthand
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The theory and application of Gregg Shorthand. A programmed text and 
accompanying tapes permit individual progress. Excellent as a brushup 
course for those with previous training. Upon completion, the student will 
be able to take dictation at 60 words per minute.
1041 Stenography I
Prerequisite: 1040 Contact Hours: 70
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Application of the theory of Gregg Shorthand, and refinement of transcription 
skills. Upon completion, the student will be able to take dictation at 80 
words per minute for three minutes and transcribe with 95 percent accuracy, 
new matter, unpreviexed.
1042 Stenography II
Prerequisite: 1041 Contact Hours: 70
Reinforcement of Gregg Shorthand theory and phrasing principles. Production 
of mailable copy fran sustained dictation at 100 words a minute on new 
material. Live and taped dictation for speedbuilding, sustained, and speed­
spurt dictation. Proofreading will be emphasized.
1043 Stenography III
Prerequisite: 1042 Contact Hours: 70
Office-style, spurt, and sustained dictation will develop the ability to 
take shorthand at 120 words a minute or better, and to produce mailable 
copy within a reasonable time.
1044 Stenography IV
Prerequisite: 1043 Contact Hours: 70
Emphasis upon production of mailable copy, sustained speed building; special­
ized dictation and transcription to develop ability to write and transcribe 
technical dictation with accuracy.
1050 Charm for the Business Girl
Prerequisite: 1075 Contact Hours: 20
The course is designed to give the student the visual poise, charm and 
confi Hence necessary fer a successful business career. Areas to be covered 
are walking, sitting, makeup, grooming, and social acumen as related to 
the business world.
1060 Records Management
Prerequisite: 1005, 1017, 1075 Contact Hours: 20
Design and layout of filing system to fit need and efficient use of work 
area. Brief review of alphabetic, numeric, geographic, and subject filing 
systems. Development and use of automated systems, microfilming, and the 
latest filing and retrieval systems and equipment.
1065 Office Management 
Prerequisite: 1075, 1090 Contact Hours: 30
A course in planning, organizing and controlling business services, systems,
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and procedures. Enphasis is placed on current employment practices, com­
pensation and budget planning and control.
1075 Office Procedures
Prerequisite: 1015 Contact Hours: 50
Modern office techniques of telephone and telegraph, copying and duplicating, 
mail ing services, reference books, travel, records management, work flow 
and office layout. Brphasis on proper attitude, ethics, etiquette, groaning 
and attire for the office.
1076 Model Office
Prerequisite: 1015 Contact Hours: 100
A simulated office where students are given an opportunity to apply their 
previously learned skills in a real office situation. Each student will 
have an opportunity to rotate through the eight to ten different office 
positions.
1090 Cooperative Work Experience
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: 100
Cooperative Work Experience attarpts to bring greater relevancy to formal 
instruction through alternating employment in the community with classroan 
instruction.
1097 First Aid I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
1099 Independent Study
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: Arr.
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student to develop 
competencies in an area of interest.
4001 Legal Secretarial Procedures
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to law office procedures with emphasis on function and production 
of basic documents and instruments.
4002 Legal Secretarial Procedures II
Prerequisite: 4001 Contact Hours: 50
A study of courts and their functions; court rules, service, calendaring, 
time limits, preparing documents and pleadings. Papers for casebuilding:
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a District Court Civil action. Domestic relations: divorce, adoption, 
annulment. Setting up a corporation. Bankruptcy papers, garnishment, 
and attachment.
4003 Legal Secretarial Procedures III
Prerequisite: 4002 Contact Hours: 50
An indepth study of real estate practice, appeals, federal actions, ad­
ministrative procedure and criminal procedure.
4020 Legal Transcription I
Prerequisite: 1015, 1040, 3001, 4001 Contact Hours: 50
Effective operation of various brands of transcribers and good transcribing 
techniques plus competence in spelling, granmar, punctuation, and form.
Transcription tapes and records correlated to Legal Procedures I and II.
4021 Legal Transcription II
Prerequisite: 1016, 1041, 4020 Contact Hours: 100
Advanced legal machine and shorthand transcription with enphasis on documents 
and pleadings.
4022 Legal Transcription III
Prerequisite: 4021, 1042 Contact Hours: 50
Advanced legal materials from shorthand and machine transcription and form 
files.
4030 Legal Office Production
Prerequisite: 4003, 4022 Contact Hours: 100
Advanced course operated as a model law office with enphasis on inventory, 
managenent, supervision, and professional quality transcription and perform­
ance.
4501 Medical Terminology I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A medical word-building system using Greek and Latin word roots, suffixes, 
and prefixes for formation of medical terms.
4502 Medidal Terminology II
Prerequisite: 4501 Contact Hours: 50
A study of medical terminology of systems and disorders of: skin and breast, 
musculo-skeletal, cardiovascular, respiratory, digestive, urogenital, and 
gynecological.
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4503 Medical Terminology III
Prerequisite: 4502 Contact Hours: 50
A study of medical terminology of systems and disorders of: neurological 
psychiatric, blood and blood-forming organs, maternal, antenatal and neonatal; 
endocrine and metabolic; and eye and the ear.
4504 Medical Terminology IV
Prerequisite: 4503 Contact Hours: 50
A study of medical terminology of systems and disorders of: geriatrics and 
psychogeriatrics, systemic, oncology, anesthesiology, physical medicine and 
rehabilitation, and nuclear medicine.
4505 Anatomy and Physiology
Prerequisite: 4501 Contact Hours: 50
Basic knowledge of htrnan body systems and how they wrk with enphasis on the 
. body as a whole. Includes comprehensive knowledge of medical terms.
4520 Medical Transcription I
Prerequisite: 1016, 4501, 4525 Contact Hours: 100
Effective operation of various brands of machine transcribers and good 
transcribing techniques, plus competence in spelling, grammar, punctuation, 
form and use of dictionaries and various medical reference bocks.
4521 Medical Transcription II
Prerequisite: 4520 Contact Hours: 50
Advanced medical transcription with anphasis on letters and reports.
4522 Medical Transcription III
Prerequisite: 4021 Contact Hours: 100
Advanced medical transcription with enphasis on speed and accuracy. Special 
attention to production, attitudes, style, and form in medical use.
4525 Medical Office Procedures I
Prerequisite: 4501 Contact Hours: 50
A medical secretary's career; the essence of medical practice; the doctor 
and the law; appointments, reception and telephone techniques; filing and 
medical records; business, billing and insurance; the hospital secretary; 
facing the future.
4526 Medical Office Procedures II
Prerequisite: 4525 Contact Hours: 100
Carpletion of typing medical forms kit and practice set for two member 
medical practice with emphasis on performance to actual job standards.
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4527 Medical Office Procedures III
Prerequisite: 4526 Contact Hours: 20
Training in basic medical assistant techniques and professional requirements, 
conduct and attitudes.
3001 Written Communications
Prerequisite: None
3
Contact Hours: 50
Major enphasis will be upon all forms of written ccnrnunications cCTEnonly used 
in business and industry. Spelling, granular, vocabulary, capitalization, 
punctuation, and interpretation of business letters, reports, and other ccm- 
wnications will be employed. Ml written tools for getting the job—the 
letter of application, job application forms, and the personal data sheet or 
resure will be studied.
3005 Technical Cc«EMnicaticns
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Designed for electronics, data processing, forestry, and avaiticn students. 
Basic vocabulary and ’written ccraHmicaticns including letter of application 
and restate plus siphasis cn presentation of technical information of major 
field in clear, simple language.
3010 Oral Ccssnunications
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Oral Ocrrrunications stresses the listener, the speaker, interpreting what is 
said, demonstrations related to work situations and interviewing for the job.
3015 Human Relations
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Analyzing and solving "people-caused" problems. Understanding oneself and 
relating to others socially and on the job. Also examines organized labor, 
unicsis, collective bargaining, and strikes.
3020 Consumer Economics
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Biphasis on personal finance. Management including use of credit, taxes, 
social security, insurance, consumer rights and responsibilities, housing 
and transportation.
DM PROCESSING
1501 Introduction to Data Processing
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Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Basic introduction to concepts, elements and structure of business data 
processing systems and procedures. Brphasis will be placed on the role 
of data processing within the student's related field of work.
1502 Data Processing Math I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Presentation of the principles and development of arithmetic skills for the 
needs of business data processing oriented students. Illustrate and de­
scribe essential mathematical data processing concepts which include: 
notational systems (especially decimal and hexadecimal), fundamental arith­
metic law, and the development of the students' minds to "think in" these 
mathsnatical concepts.
1503 Data Processing Math II 
Prerequisite: 1502 Contact Hours: 50
Presentation of the more generalized concept of ntmbers in terms of data by 
the characters. Exercising the students' minds to think in terms of data 
times, data manipulations, and data "visualization". Presentation of the 
basic laws for the "true-false" logic. Integration of data and logic con­
cepts through illustrative prcblsns that are both business and computer 
oriented.
1505 Principles of Data Processing 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 70
An introduction to the field of data processing including history, basic con­
cepts, unit record systems, electronic computer systems, programming systems, 
introduction and use of a programming language, current development, impli­
cations and applications.
1510 Keypunch I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Basic course designed to provide the student with a thorough understanding 
of the responsibilities and duties of a keypunch operator in a data pro­
cessing installation. Students will be provided hands-on experience using 
the keypunch and verifiers. Minimum course requirements will necessitate 
keypunching at a rate of at least 800 keystrokes per hour on a sustained 
time writing.
1511 Keypunch II 
Prerequisite: 1510 Contact: Hours: 50
Mere indepth training to develop greater speed and accuracy in card punching 
and to prepare the student for a job as a keypunch operator. The student
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will be provided hands-on experience with numerous job applications using 
the keypunch and data recorder devices. In the process the student will 
attain a speed of 12,000 key strokes per hour.
1515 Tabulating Machine Operations 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Intensive course providing training in control panel wiring and machine 
operations for various unit record machines including interpreter, repro­
ducer, collator, and accounting machine. The total job approach will be 
utilized in presenting the full scope of unit record processing from job 
■initiation to execution.
1516 Coiputer Programming Fundamentals 
Prerequisite: 1505 Contact Hours: 50
Extensive coverage will be given to the miscellaneous skills and knowledge 
that are necessary to becoming a successful computer programmer. Such 
items as flowcharts, decision tables, rules and use of documentation 
standards, acceptable procedures and techniques of organization will be 
emphasized.
1518 Introduction to Programming 
Prerequisite: 1516 Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to the unique features such as file structure and organization 
of -ths disc operation system for the particular computer that students will 
be working with. Upon completion of necessary preliminary information, 
students will begin the actual programing language to be used.
1520 Cacputer Software
Prerequisite: 1541 Contact Hours: 25
Srphas.is is placed on providing students with the knowledge and techniques 
necessary to effectively utilize the essential various disc system software 
options. Primary areas of coverage include documentation, debug, and data 
generation methods and procedures.
1522 Programming I
Prerequisite: 1518 Contact Hours: 150
Comprehensive study of the entire spectrum of the computer programming lan­
guage that was begun in Introduction to Prcgraitming. A careful selection 
of programming tasks will be presented to expose the full range of process­
ing capabilities and their application within a business related environment.
1523 Programming II 
Prerequisite: 1522
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Application of carputers in business data processing using COBOL. The 
development of a common business-oriented computer langauge and its use 
in modem business organizations with concern to the comparison of COBOL 
with other automatic programming languages.
1524 Programming III
Prerequisite: 1523 Contact Hours: 150
Basic methods and procedures for programing a computer using PPG (Report 
Program Generator) are presented with typical business applications. Bn- 
phasis is placed upon the techniques associated with the RPG prograirtning 
language and how such techniques compare to other programming languages.
1526 Programming III
Prerequisite: 1518 Contact Hours: 50
Detailed study of more efficient techniques and procedures not included in 
Programming I. Coverage includes disc file accessing, user programs that 
can be attached to a utility sort or merge, more extensive table (array) 
processing, and an introduction into low-level machine language-oriented 
techniques which can ultimately provide a faster, more efficient method of 
processing.
1540 Computer Operations I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Extended orientation to the hardware functions and operation for a modern 
third generation computer. Hands-on operation and actual computer ob­
servation will be emphasized to afford students a real:stir situation.
Areas of coverage will include operating systems concepts and peripheral 
instruction.
1541 Computer Operations II
Prerequisite: 1540 Contact Hours: 25
Enphasis is placed on providing students with the knowledge and techniques 
necessary to effectively utilize the various essential disc system software 
options. Primary areas of coverage include sorts and generators along with 
carrion utility routines.
1590 Data Processing Coop 
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: Arr.
Cooperative Work Experience attarpts to bring greater relevancy to formal 
instruction through alternating employment in the cormunity with classroan 
instruction
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1591 Practical!
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: Arr.
Practical! attenpts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction through 
alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
1595 Data Processing Job Awareness Seminar
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: Arr.
An informal setting is maintained in an effort to make students aware of 
job opportunities in their specialized area of training. Enphasis will also 
be made on the proper procedures to be used in seeking employment. A con­
stant effort will be made to put the student in personal contact with pro­
spective enplcyers' the anticipated result being an actual job interview 
and employment. ,
1597 First Aid
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
1599 Independent Study
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: Arr.
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student to develop 
competencies in an area of interest.
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATICN
5001 Introduction to Business
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Business principles, forms of businesses, and an introduction to the financial 
forms used in business with an enphasis on business law.
5002 Business Principles and Economics for Aviation
Prerequisite: None for Aviation Contact Hours: 50
A general business course covering business math, recordkeeping, business 
organ:nations, and current business trends. The course is designed for the 
professional pilot and places enphasis on the development of an aviation 
business project.
5003 Principles of Business
Prerequisite: NOne Contact Hours: 50
A beginning course designed to acquaint students with the types of business 
organizations, stocks and bonds, insurance and employment. Enphasis is 
placed on current trends in business.
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5004 Business Principles
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
A beginning course designed to acquaint the student with an understanding 
of the whole area of activity kncwn as business. The student will acquire 
a vocabulary of business terms and will learn what capitalism is and hew it 
functions. The student will also acquire seme understanding and gain seme 
experience in the methods and procedures used by businessmen to arrive at 
decisions.
5005 Retail Salesmanship
Prerequisite: 3020 Contact Hours: 50
The principles of selling including the kinds of selling, the steps of the 
sale, consumer buying motives, demonstrating the merchandise, handling ob­
jections and suggestion selling. Students will give a sales demonstration 
in class.
5006 Advanced Salesmanship
Prerequisite: 5005 Contact Hours: 50
Ten units using filmstrips and lectures re-enphasizing basic salesmanship 
principles and presenting these same principles in greater depth.
5007 Direct Sales
Prerequisite: 5005 Contact Hours: 50
The study and analysis of opportunities and requirements for outside selling. 
Enphasis on planning and delivering sales presentations, prospecting, and 
ccnpany and product carpetition.
5008 Wholesaling
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
The stuffy of the organization, problems and practices of wholesale establish­
ments. The course includes such areas as stock control, costs, sales analysis 
wholesale merchandising, and the structure of wholesaling.
5010 Visual Merchandising
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
The student will demonstrate an ability to construct and evaluate a display 
using the principles of design.
5013 Retailing
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Learning activities emphasizing the opportunities in retailing. An analysis 
is made of the major store functions and procedures followed in retailing.
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5014 Market Trends
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
The study and analysis of trade and business literature and research findings 
about marketing procedures and management. It may involve case analysis, 
special studies, field observation, or product investigation.
5016 Managerial Accounting
Prerequisite: None Contact Sours: 30
Emphasis is placed on hew accounting data can be interpreted and -used by 
management in planning and controlling business activities.
5018 hferketing Management
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Learning experiences which are designed for the systematic study of the 
management functions and decision making in relation to policies for organi­
zation, personnel, financing, and marketing.
5019 Retail Store Management
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 50
A course designed to study departmental activities, policies of retail store, 
and principle functions. Emphasis is usually placed on store organization . 
and operations such as sales supporting activities, expenses, purchasing, and 
maintenance.
5020 Principles of Management
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Contact Hours: 50
Hie essential of the management process as it relates to distributive busi­
nesses. Students will study the principles involved in planning, organizing, 
control and leadership as a part of the management function.
5021 Personnel Management
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Contact Hours: 50
A study of snployer-atployee relations, leadership in supervision, union 
relations and the techniques of recruiting.
5022 Snail Business Management
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study of management functions, policies, and the practical experiences of 
managers of small business concerns. Emphasis is frequently on the nature 
of the managerial job, characteristics, and special prbblans of the small 
businessman; and establishing and operating a small business successfully.
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5025 Principles of Marketing
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A general survey of the nature, significance, and scope of marketing. 
Erphasis is placed upon the channels of distribution, different types of 
goods and services, pricing, and government regulations.
5026 Marketing Research
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Planned learning experiences which are designed for the systematic study 
of the institutions and channels for the marketing of goods and services, 
including the market environment and interpretation of data from consumer, 
business, and government sources.
5028 Service Station I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Students will receive basic information involving the selling processes 
necessary to satisfactorily work in this area. Emphasis is placed on such 
things as selling parts, doing display work, and collecting payment in cash 
or completing credit cards.
5029 Service Station II
Prerequisite: 5028 Contact Hours: 30
A continuation of Service Station I with indepth study so that the individual 
may eventually manage or have their own stations.
5030 Merchandising Math
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
This course is designed to acquaint students with the mathematic principles 
related to invoices, purchase orders, trade discounts, interest charges, 
percentages and fractions.
5031 Applied Economics
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study of micro-econctnics which includes principles of production, distri­
bution, and consumption of goods and services, money and banking, prices 
and competition and current economic issues.
5032 Hotel-Motel Accounting
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Presents principles of accounting and accounting terminology and practices 
as they apply to the hotel and motel industry. Time is provided to prepare 
a complete set of accounts, balance sheets, profit and loss statements, and 
the interpreting of financial statements as they relate to managenent deci­
sions .
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5033 Credit and Collections
Prerequisite: 1032 Contact Hours: 30
A study of the principles and practices of credit and collections management 
including the types of credit, evaluation of credit risks, credit controls, 
collections and legal remedies, formulation of credit policies and sources 
of credit information.
5035 Business Law
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Basic principles of business law in regard to contracts, business ethics, 
and credit and collection. Erphasis is placed on terminology and practical 
application.
5037 Buying
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Organized learning experiences which are concerned with planning, obtaining, 
and controlling inventories of manufactured goods or raw materials for resale 
or processing.
5039 Cash Register Operation
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
The student will be trained in the daily operation of cash registers which 
will include: keyboard operation, inside parts of the cash register, learn­
ing to make change, cashing checks, correcting wrong registration, and 
daily balance sheet.
5041 Textiles
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The study of textiles involves the processing, treatment, recognition and 
appreciation of different types of materials in relationship to their use 
and care in clothing. Emphasis is placed on new materials used in the 
apparel industry.
5042 Fashion Trends
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The study of the fashion movements and factors which are significant in the 
analysis of potential trends. The basic concern of the course is the why 
of these movements. Through the study and analysis of the past, it is hcped 
that a pattern for the future can be developed.
5043 Fashion Merchandising
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
This course is designed to give the student a broad overview of the fashion
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world and the skills needed for job performance. It includes such areas as 
identifying suitable vendors, developing merchandising plans, establishing 
promotion programs, and controlling direct sales programs.
5045 Advertising 
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 50
A course in selecting and utilizing the advertising media and in the techni­
ques of layout, copywriting, budgeting, planning, and evaluation. Enphasis 
is placed on the printed media.
5046 Advertising Campaign
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 20
The planning of a carplete advertising campaign for a business to include 
the following: the purpose of the campaign, costs involved, media(s) to be 
used, and the time length of the campaign.
5048 Parts Counterman I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Instructional material preparing the individual to obtain a background for 
selling spare and replaceable parts and equipment from behind counters in 
agencies, repair shops, or parts stores.
5049 Parts Counterman II 
Prerequisite: 5048 Contact Hours: 30
A continuation of Parts Counterman I involving more indepth presentations 
and individual study.
5051 Principles of Insurance 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study of the tasks performed by sales and management personnel for insurance 
carriers of all types or by agents.
5052 Life Insurance
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Subject matter emphasizes the role of salesmen in analyzing the nature of 
personal risks or life contingency risks of businesses.
5053 Casualty Insurance
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Etaphasis is placed on the selling skills needed in the field of automobile, 
liability, and theft insurance.
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5054 Property Insurance
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study of insurance which includes the principles and practices involved in 
selling fire insurance and extended property insurance.
5056 Floor Covering and Draperies
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Subject matter designed to prepare the 
wholesale establishments such items as 
necessary supplement items.
individual for selling in retail and 
floor covering, draperies, and any
5058 Hardware and Building Materials
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Subject matter relating to various sales and sales-supporting tasks performed 
in selling one or more of the following products at retail or wholesale 
establishments: hardware, paint, lumber, building materials, and garden 
supplies.
5059 Furniture Accessories
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
learning experiences related to selling heme furnishings such as front room, 
bedroom, and dining room furniture.
5061 Sporting Goods
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A basic course designed to prepare the individual for sales and sales-related 
jobs in retail or wholesale establishments involving sporting goods.
5063 Home Appliances 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Primary aaphasis is placed on the selling of such home appliance items as 
refrigerators, washers, dryers, toasters, stoves, and other small appliances.
5064 Food Beverage Controls
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The course outlines the essential principles and procedures of effective food 
and beverage control.
5065 Motel-Motor Hotel Management
Preraqi:i ai ta: None Contact Hours: 50
The objective of this course is to provide an understanding of problem areas, 
basic management responsibilities and administrative techniques involved in 
operating a motel.
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5066 Front Office Management
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Emphasizes the crucial human and public relations responsibilities of the 
front office staff.
5067 Supervisory Housekeeping
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Provides an introduction to the fundamentals of housekeeping management. The 
course stresses employee training, recordkeeping and executive responsibili­
ties.
5063 Hotel-Motel Law
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The purposes of the course are to illustrate the consequences of lack of 
foresight on the part of the management; to help the student understand the 
attitude of the courts when an innkeeper is involved in litigation; and to 
create an awareness of the many responsibilities which law inposes upcn the 
innkeeper.
5069 Maintenance and Engineering
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Examines the organization of the engineering department and provides the 
technical information needed to establish effective preventive maintenance 
procedures.
5070 Introduction to Service Industries
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
This coarse traces the growth and development of the lodging industry from 
early inns to modern skyscraper hotels and highway motels; the organization 
of hotel operations; opportunities and future trends.
5071 Service Industry Merchandising
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Market analysis of market media—space and outdoor advertising, radio, TV, 
direct mail, publicity and extra aids; affiliations and allied agencies; 
personal selling both in-house and outside; individual room business; group 
business; food and beverage; other facilities and sales incentives.
5072 Tourism
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Subject matter involving sales and sales-related tasks for personnel in 
establishments primarily engaged in providing amusement, recreation, enter­
tainment, recreational supplies or travel services.
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5077 Purchasing, Receiving, Storing and Issuing
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Familiarization with ordering procedures, understanding and implementation 
of receiving food and inspecting it for quality and quantity and partici­
pation in the procedures of a controlled store rocm.
5078 Sanitation and Personal Hygiene
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
In addition to a brief outline and follcw-up on personal hygiene this course 
includes preventive control measures to preclude contamination by food 
handlers, infestation by insects and rodents and spoilage of food; applica­
tion of standard procedures to destroy micro-organisms and training personnel 
in standard food sanitation principles.
5079 Salad and Pantry Preparation
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
To understand and apply recipes, formulas, and procedures to the production 
of salads, dressings, cold sauces, sandwiches, and garnishes. Included as 
related and technical information are such areas as: care in washing and 
preparation, organization of materials, storage of salad components, varia­
tions, and cost factors.
5080 Menu Planning
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
To present sufficient background information on food and beverage operation, 
to give seme insight to the sound principles of menu planning and merchandis­
ing; these areas would be types of menus, customer preferences, food cost 
ratios, preparation, personnel available, and the serving facilities.
5081 Soups and Sauces
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The understanding and application of recipes, formulas, and procedures to 
develop soups and sauces from clear, brown, and white sauces. Included are 
areas of handling and service.
5082 Meat Preparation
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Those skills required for roasting, boiling, braising, fat frying, stewing, 
and simrering of neats, poultry and sea foods. Seasoning, testing for done­
ness, and cuts of meat, poultry, and seafood are viewed from an application 
to menu standpoint. Additional training in these areas is taught in the Fry 
and Broiler Cook training course.
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5084 Fry Training
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to this area is presented while the student is progressing 
through the other food courses. The remainder is taught through work 
experiences.
5085 Broiler Training
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to this area is presented while the student is progressing 
through the other food courses. The remainder is taught through work 
experiences.
5090 Cooperative Work Experience
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: Arr.
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal 
instruction through alternating arployment in the ccrmunity with classroan 
instruction.
5091 Practicun
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: 50
Practicun attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction through 
alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction. —
5092 Food and Beverage Purchasing
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A detailed study and specification of purchasing criteria and guidelines 
for the major groups of food purchased by quantity buyers, including: fresh 
fruits and vegetables, processed fruits and vegetables, dairy products, 
cereals and cereal products, beverages, poultry and eggs, fish and shell­
fish, meats and alcoholic beverages.
5093 Food and Beverage Management and Service
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Surveys entire food and beverage operations fran purchasing, receiving, and 
storage to preparation and service.
5095 Seminar
Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor Contact Hours: 10
Students have an opportunity to listen to and enter into meaningful discussions 
with leaders in the field of distribution, tour business establishments, and 
work together as a mid-management club.
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5096 Mini Review
Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor Contact Hours: 10
A course designed to review major content of courses taken in the Distribu­
tive Education program.
5097 First Aid
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
5099 Independent Study
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: Arr.
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student to develop 
competencies in an area of interest.
EDUCATIONAL AIDE
9001 General Classroan Instruction I
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 100
Preview and discussion of the American schools, trends, and responsibilities. 
Role and duties of the teacher and the aide in the school. Study of the 
growth and development of children.
9002 General Classroan Instruction II
Prerequisite: 9001 Contact Hours: 20
A series of mini courses which are inportant to aide work. First Aid and 
Safety Instruction, Personal Development, Job Application and Employment, 
Lettering, Flannel Boards and Story Telling, and Taping.
9005 Library Instruction I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to libraries and snphasis on basic reference skills necessary 
to effective library usage.
9006 Library Instruction II
Prerequisite: 9005 Contact Hours: 50
Clerical involvanent in public and technical library services.
9010 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional Materials and Development I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hairs: 50
Operation, care and use of basic audio visual equipment used in the schools.
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9011 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional Materials and Development II
Prerequisite: 9010 Contact Hours: 50
Continuation of 9010
9012 Introduction to Artwork
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Exploring and using color, line, and design. Using a variety of materiaIs 
in display work. Danonstraticn of bulletin boards, posters, art projects, 
and displays.
9013 Principles of Artwork
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
An expansion of Introduction to Artwork.
9014 Children's Literature
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Study of the areas of literature for children including famous authors and 
illustrators. The course involves the application of storytelling and the 
uses of fingerplays, puppets, and flannelboards.
9015 Office Skills and Practice I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Alphabetical filing and care of office machines and the development of 
materials for their use.
9016 Office Skills and Practice II
Prerequisite: 9015 Contact Hours: 20
Etrphasis is on the completion of special school forms, and the role of the 
school secretary in relation to the principal, teachers, and pupils. A 
study of secretarial procedures and duties in the public schools, through 
the use of individualized learning, resource personnel, observation, and 
classroom materials.
9018 Introduction to Special Education 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
An introductory study of all phases of special education. Qrphasis is placed 
on the ciide's role and the qualities needed to be a good aide in this area 
of education.
9020 Practicum I 
Prerequisite: Completion of fall quarter Contact Hours: 150
Utilization of skills in a classroom situation, assignments at different 
grade levels.
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9021 Practicum II
Prerequisite: 9020 Contact Hours: 350
Volunteer work experience in a classroom, library and/or school office 
situation where utilization of knowledge and abilities are applied to the 
actual job setting.
9097 First Aid
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
ELECTROMECHANICAL
2001 Direct Current Theory’
Prerequisite: To be taken concurrently with 2010 Contact Hours: 150
A study of current flow, direct current circuits, and concepts of power. 
The course presents work with magnetic circuits and introduces time varying 
currents. This course utilizes mathematic tools as they are developed in 
the mathematics course.
2002 Alternating Current Theory
Prerequisite: To be taken concurrently with 2011, 2001 Contact Hours: 150
A study of the basic laws pertaining to series and parallel circuit, reactance, 
impedance, and polyphase systems.
2003 Tube and Semi-Conductor Theory
Prerequisite: 2002 Contact Hours: 150
A study of electronic devices and hew they work. Tube characteristics and 
solid state device characteristics are covered. Basic circuits and special 
devices are included.
2004 Direct and Alternating Current Machines
Prerequisite: 2002 Contact Hours: 100
The theory of operation, application, and construction of direct and alternat­
ing current motors, generators, and transformers.
2005 Semiconductor Circuits
Prerequisite: 2003 Contact Hours: 150
A study that cavers virtually all semiconductor devices with a special 
emphasis on those which have been developed since the bipolar transistor 
was introduced. This includes JFET and MDSFET, integrated circuits, thyris­
tors, and special semiconductor devices.
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2010 Math I (Algebra)
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 50
A course in algebra, logarithms, and an introduction to trigoncmetry. 
Particular stress is placed on the solution of systems of linear equations 
and on slopes and rates of change.
2011 Math II (Trigonometry)
Prerequisite: 2010 Contact Hours: 50
A course in trigoncmetry related to the right triangle and the use of 
complex number notation.
2012 Math III (Applied Calculus)
Prerequisite: 2011 Contact Hours: 50
A course covering the elements of analytic geometry, differentiation, inte­
gration, and matrices. An introduction to nondecimal number systems and 
Boolean Algebra are included for a background in second year ccrputer 
courses.
2020 Physics I
Prerequisite: To be taken concurrently with 2010 Contact Hours: 50
A study of force and motion as applied to mechanics and the properties of 
matter.
2021 Physics II
Prerequisite: 2010 Contact Hours: 50
The principles of heat, light, and sound and their application in industrial 
control.
2022 Mechanisms
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The study of fundamental concepts as found in basic mechanical and electro­
mechanical mechanisms. These mechanisms are studied in terms of their 
function, specifications and operating characteristics.
2025 Industrial Electronics I
Prerequisite: 2003 Contact Hours: 150
A study of electrical, mechanical, optical, hydraulic, and pneumatic systems 
used in industry for automatic control.
2026 Industrial Electronics II
Prerequisite: 2025 Contact Hours: 150
A continuation of 2025.
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2027 Ccnpater Fundamentals
Prerequisite: 2005 Contact Hours: 150
This course includes an introduction to computers, logic, nuntoering sy stans, 
Boolean Algebra, magnetic device fundamentals, and transistor switching 
characteristics. Circuit analysis and basic circuit contoinations to pro­
vide groupings are also studied.
2028 Motor Control
Prerequisite: 2025 Contact Hours: 150
A study of DC motor controls and their theory of operation.
2041 Electronic Communication I
Prerequisite: 2005 Contact Hours: 150
A study of receivers, transmitter, transmission lines, antennas, and micro­
waves, also includes a modern coverage of crystals and mechanical filters, 
single sideband techniques, information theory, radio telemetry, and solid 
state circuitry.
2042 Electronic Communication II
Prerequisite: 2041 Contact Hours: 150
A continuation of 2041.
2043 Telanetry aid Remote Control
Prerequisite: 2041 Contact Hours: 150
A study of telanetry and remote control systems and their use in industry. 
The signal sequence is followed fran the transducers that convert the data 
to be measured into electrical signals, through signal conditioning, trans­
mission, reception and recording, to the final data processing.
2045 Radio Telephone License I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
The study of elanents 1, 2, 3, and 4 for Federal Communications licenses.
2046 Radio Telephone License II
Prerequisite: 2045 Contact Hours: 100
A continuation of 2045. .
2050 Basic DC Theory
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Basic DC Theory presents the basic theory needed for an understanding of 
electricity. In addition to DC Theory the course includes practical appli­
cations to"industrial wiring, motors, generators, transformers and measuring 
instruments.
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2052 Basic AT Theory 
Prerequisite: 2050, 2060 Contact Hours: 100
AC Theory presents the basic theory needed for an understanding of electric­
ity. In addition to AC Theory the course includes practical applications to 
industrial wiring, motors, generators, transformers, and measuring instru­
ments.
2054 Introduction to Ssniconductors
Prerequisite: 2052 Contact Hours: 100
Semiconductors in basic course in. the application of the various semicon­
ductor devices. The course includes elementary troubleshooting procedures, 
in semiconductor circuits.
2056 Electrical ’'Machines
Prerequisite: 2054 Contact Hours: 100
AC-DC machines expands on the introduction to these machines in DC-AC Theory.
2058 Motor Controls and DC Drives 
Prerequisite: 2056 Contact Hours: 150
Motor controls and DC drives explains the theory of operation and explores 
maintenance and repair techniques for motor control and DC drives.
2060 Basic Algebra
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Basic algebra provides the basic mathematics skills necessary for solving 
sinple DC Theory problems.
2062 Basic Trigcranetry
Prerequisite: 2060 Contact Hours: 50
Basic Trigonaaetry provides the knowledge necessary to understand the trig 
functions and right triangle theory for solving sinple AC Theory problems.
2090 Cooperative Work Experience
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: Arr.
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal 
instruction through alternating employment in the ccnmunity with classroom 
instruction.
2091 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: Arr.
Practicum attsrpts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction through 
alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
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2097 First Aid I
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
2099 Independent Study
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: Arr.
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student to develop 
ccnpetencies in an area of interest.
FORESTRY
2501 Orientation to Forestry
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
A general background course in what forestry is about and what its importance 
is to the econcrny and general welfare of people in Montana and the U. S. in 
general.
2505 Elementary Surveying
Prerequisite: Concurrent with 2581 Contact Hours: 80
rearning to use surveying instruments such as carpass, chains, abney levels 
and take sinple land surveys and plan table maps.
2506 Advanced Surveying
Prerequisite: 2505 Contact Hours: 80
Use of the engineer's level and transmit in differential and profile leveling, 
measurement of angles, traversing, stadia, and boundary surveys.
2510 Technical Drawing
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Lecture and lab course in lettering, nap making, covering scale to use, lay­
out, depicting topography, cultural features and legends used in forestry 
work.
2515 Road Location
Prvrpgii i si F a ; 2581, 2505, 2506 Contact Hours: 70
Road standards, considerations in route selection and road location, route 
projection, reconnaissance for a projected route and road location survey 
procedures and practice.
2516 Raod Design and Staking
Prerequisite: 2581, 2505, 2506, 2510, 2515 Contact Hours: 70
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2516 cont.
Preparation of a graphic road design for branch timber sale and main access 
roads based on a preliminary line traverse and placing construction stakes 
in the field.
2520 Botany
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 70
Basic plant, taxonany, morphology, reproduction, genetics, and metabolism.
2521 Dendrology
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A practical approach to identifying the tree species and forest types of the 
Pacific Northwest. Taxonany and the use of a botanical key is also covered. 
Carmercial species indigenous to other regions are studied as time allows.
2522 Forest Ecology and Silviculture
Prerequisite: 2522 Contact Hours: 50
Concepts of forest ecology, solar radiation, climatic factors, soil factors, 
nutrient and soil water cycles, site, carpetition and survival, forest suc- 
cessing, disturbance effects, silvicultural characteristics or major tinier 
species of the Pacific Northwest.
2523 Applied Silviculture
Prerequisite: 2522 or 2586 Contact Hours: 50
A practical analysis of the various intermediate cuttings, silvicultural 
systems and regeneration methods conmonly used by foresters in the United 
States.
2525 Insect and Disease Control
Prerequisite: 2565 Contact Hours: 70
The establishment, control and use of forest resource to best serve the needs 
of the nation.
2531 Forest Measurements II
Prerequisite: 2581, 2521 or 2586, 2505, 2530 Contact Hours: 70
Surveying forest land to locate timber and estimate its quantity by species, 
products, size, quality and other characteristics.
2532 Forest Measurements III
Prerequisite: 2581, 2582, 2531 Contact Hours: 70
Principles of point or variable plot sampling, hew point sampling works,
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instruments for point sampling, field procedures, and office procedures 
and confutations.
2535 Forest Products
Prerequisite: None Contact Sours: 50
An indepth review of the many products that are produced directly or 
indirectly fron forest lands. Field trips to the many forest products 
industries in the Missoula area reinforce the class discussion.
2540 Soils
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 50
Soils and plant growth, parent materials or soils, soil formation and classi­
fications, physical, chemical and colloidal properties of soils, life in the 
soil, organic matter, soil water and soil and water conservation.
2545 Fire Protection
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Fundamentals and practices of fire prevention, pre-suppression, fire 
behavior and fire suppression.
2550 Forestry Tools
Prerequisite: Concurrent with 2523 Contact Hairs: 50
Use, safety and maintenance of hand tools, power tools and vehicles cccmcnly 
used in forestry work.
2555 Photo Interpretation
Prerequisite: 2581 Contact Hours: 50
Character:stics of aerial photos, the three dimensional image, basic photo 
measurements, photo interpretation and field use of aerial photos.
2560 Introduction to Marketing and Economics
Preregiris:te: None ' Contact Hairs: 20
A survey of the basic business principles that influence the buying, selling, 
and distribution of forest products.
2561 Forest Economics
Prerequisite: 2560 Contact Hours: 40
A working analysis of production forms and their supply, demand and its meet­
ing with supply, economy institutions and the forest economy at large.
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2565 Timber Harvesting
Prerequisite: 2521, 2540, 2523 Contact Hours: 70
A practical analysis of the various logging methods camonly used in the 
Pacific Northwest. Field trips reinforce class discussions.
2570 Recreation Planning and Improvements
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A survey of the various kinds of recreation used and types of planning used 
by land managers.
2571 Forest Policy and Laws
Prerequisite: 3005 Contact Hours: 50
Course covers the history of forest and range policy over the period of 
land acquisition by the Federal Government, settlement, and disposal area, 
the laws relating to reservation of public lands and their management by 
private owners, states and federal agencies. The more inportant Federal 
Land Managanent Laws are examined in considerable detail.
2572 Range and Wildlife Management
Prerequisite: 2586 or 2522 Contact Hours: 70
The course covers range and wildlife habitat and population survey methods 
and management possibilities under a variety of situations.
2573 Forest Management
Prerequisite: 2561, 2521, 2565 Contact Hours: 50
The application of business methods and economics to the growth and manage­
ment of forest property.
2574 Watershed Management
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 50
The affect of vegetation and its manipulation on the yield and purity of 
water.
2575 Supervision and Forsranship
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
A course directed at how to serve as a foreman or leader of men or crews in 
forestry work in regular situations or anergencies such as on large fires. 
It also covers training methods and relationship with both managanent and 
anployees.
2581 Mathematics
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
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2581 corrt.
A review of math in the area of basic algebra and geometry and instruction 
in the trigonometry required for cruising, aerial photo interpretation, 
scaling and road location subjects.
2582 Statistical Sampling
Prerequisite: 2581 Contact Hours: 50
Basic application of probability and sampling to Forestry.
2585 Road and Trail Location
Prerequisite: 2581, 2505, 2510 Contact Hours: 80
Course covers all elements of locating, surveying, and staking of a logging­
type road using abney levels, chains, transnits, and engineers levels.
2586 General Forestry I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
An introduction to dendrology, botany, and ecology.
2587 General Forestry II
Prerequisite: 2586 Contact Hours: 30
A continuation of 2586.
2588 Resource Managenent I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Course in soils, watershed managanent, geology mining claims on public lands, 
responsibilities of federal and state agencies for land and water managanent, 
range management and wildlife management.
2589 Resource Managanent II
Prerequisite: 2588 Contact Hours: 50
A continuation of 2588.
2590 Resource Management III
Prerequisite: 2589 Contact Hours: 20
A continuation of 2589.
2597 First Aid I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
Meets the requirements for the American Red Cross standard first aid card.
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2598 First Aid II
Prerequisite: 2597 Contact Hours: 20
Meets the requirements for the American Red Cross advanced first aid card.
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
3501 Grade Stakes I
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 50
Acquaint students with basic surveying tools that will be used in grade 
checking and identification of stakes.
3502 Grade Stakes II
Prerequisite: 3501 Contact Hours: 70
Review and advancement of 3501.
3503 Grade Stakes III
Prerequisite: 3502 Contact Hours: 70
Continuation of 3502.
3505 Safety for Operators
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Safety practices required for the operation of heavy duty equipment, includ­
ing acceptable work procedures according to federal regulations.
3510 Introduction to Lubricants
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
To acquaint the student with techniques and principles of lubricating heavy 
construction equipment; and to develop his ability to properly schedule and 
perform preventative maintenance on the equipment.
3515 Introduction to Heavy Duty Service
Prerequisite: 3510 Contact Hours: 50
To acquaint the student with techniques and principles of lubricating and 
fueling heavy construction equipment and to develop his ability to pro­
perly schedule and perform preventative maintenance of the equipment.
3516 Heavy Euty Service
Prerequisite: 3515 Contact Hours: 50
A continuation of 3515.
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3520 Operational Math
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The course of study will include basic arithmetic as its applied to heavy 
equipment.
3525 Grade Equipment
Prerequisite: 3505 Contact Hours: 130
Orientation to and operation of all heavy equipment at school.
3530 Heavy Equipment Uses
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study in the classroom of different types of heavy equipment, their uses 
and proper operation procedures.
3535 Compaction and Compaction Equipment
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Acquaint students with soil types, density, swell and shrink factors. Basic 
knowledge of the different types of compaction equipment for the different 
types of soil.
3540 Field Operation (Operators)
Prerequisite: 3525, 3530, 3501, 3502, 3503, 3535 Contact Hours: 130
Heavy equipment operation incorporating all skills acquired, pertaining 
directly to construction projects.
3545 Internal Combustion Engines and Operators
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Principles of two and four cycle engine operation and nomenclature, trouble­
shooting of malfunctions of cooling fuel and ignition systans.
3550 Use of Hand Tools
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Use and care of hand tools and precision measuring instruments in repairing, 
overhauling, and servicing heavy duty equipment.
3555 Safety for Mechanics
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Orientation to heavy construction working conditions, procedures, and 
identification and correction of hazardous conditions.
3560 Diesel Mechanic Service I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 120
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3560 ocnt.
Principles of two and four cycle engine operation and nomenclature, trouble­
shooting of malfunctions in cooling fuel and ignition systems.
3561 Diesel Mechanic Service II
Prerequisite: 3560 Contact Hours: 150
tfejor overhaul of engines and canponents of heavy equipment.
3565 Introduction to Operation '
Prerequisite: 3555 Contact Hours: 50
Orientation to and operation of all heavy equipment at school.
3566 Field Operation (Mechanics)
Prerequisite: 3501, 3555 Contact Hours: 50
Heavy equipment operation incorporating all skills acquired pertaining 
directly to ocnstructicn projects.
3575 Lubrications and Fuels
Prerequisite: 3510 Contact Hours: 50
To acquaint the student with techniques and principles of lubricating and 
fueling heavy construction equipment and to develop his ability to pro­
perly schedule and perform preventative maintenance of the equipment.
3580 Internal Combustion Engines for Mechanics
Prerequisite: 3560 Contact Hours: 50
Continuation of 3560 with anphasis on basic adjustment and minor tune-up.
3585 Welding Cutting and Burning
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Development and practice of arc welding skills necessary in the repair of 
heavy equipment.
3590 Cooperative Work Experience
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: Arr.
Cooperative work experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal 
instruction through alternating employment in the community with classroom 
instruction.
3591 Practical!
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: Arr.
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HEAVY EQUIPMENT (CONT.) 
3591 cont.
Practicon attarpts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction through 
alternating job-like experience with classroan instruction.
3597 First Aid I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card.
3598 First Aid II
Prerequisite: 3597 Contact Hairs: 20
Continuation of 3597.
HEAVY TFUCK MECHANICS
3802 Use of Hand Tools
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
Use and care of hand tools and precision measuring instruments in repairing, 
overhauling, and servicing heavy-duty trucks.
3805 Trade Math
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
This course is designed to provide the necessary knowledge in mathsnatics 
as related to truck maintenance and repair.
3809 Internal Combustion Engines
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
This course is designed to provide the necessary knowledge and skills re­
quired to maintain and service an internal combustion engine. Through class­
roan danonstrations and shipwork, the student becomes familiar with the 
theories, principles and operation procedures of the internal canbustion 
engines, components and assanblies.
3820 Welding
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Students will be instructed in, set up and use of Oxyacetylene, arc and 
T.I.G. welding equipment.
3821 Machine Shop - lathe Operation
Pre reg ri si te: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to the use of the lathe, boring bar, griders, drill press and 
power hacksaw.
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HEAVY TRUCK MECHANICS (CONT.)
3825 Drive Train Principles, Maintenance, and Repair
Prerequisite: 3802 Contact Hours: 70
This course is designed to provide information on clutches, transmissions, 
drive lines and differentials.
3827 Suspension, Steering, and Braking Systems 
Prerequisite: 3802 Contact Hours: 100
This course is designed to provide the necessary knowledge and skills required 
to maintain and service the suspension, steering and braking systems of trucks.
3830 Troubleshooting and Tune-up I
Prerequisite: 3809 Contact Hours: 70
A course covering the troubleshooting and tune-up of gasolines and diesel 
engines with an emphasis on fuel systems.
3831 Troubleshooting and Tune-up II
Prerequisite: 3830 Contact Hours: 70
A course covering the troubleshooting and tune-up of gasoline and diesel 
engines with an esttphasis on all systems and their inter-relationship.
3832 Troubleshooting and Tune-up III
Prerequisite: 3331 Contact Hours: 70
A ccnprehensive approach to the troubleshooting and tune-up of gasoline and 
diesel engines with an emphasis on all systems and their inter-relationship.
3835 Jfeijor Overhaul I
Prerequisite: 3809 Contact Hours: 70
The Major Overhaul course provides experiences in maintaining and rebuilding 
gasoline and diesel engines.
3836 Major Overhaul II
Prerequisite: 3835 Contact Hours: 70
A continuation of 3835.
3837 Major Overhaul III
Prerequisite: 3836 Contact Hours: 70
A continuation of 3836.
3897 First Aid I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card.
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SMALL ENGINES -
6001 Introduction to Small Engine Tools and Equipment
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Instruction involving the set-up, care, operation, and safety with hand 
and power tools.
6002 Principles of Two and Four Cycle Engines
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Students will be taught the principles of two and four cycle engine operation 
by means of lectures, demonstration, and engine disassembly and reassembly.
5004 Magnetos and Alternators
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
By means of lectures, demonstrations, and the use of test equipment the 
students will be instructed in basic electricity in relation to magnetos, 
alternators, rectifiers, and batteries.
6005 Drive Systems and Frames
Prerequisite: 6002 Contact Hours: 50
A study of how small engine power is used and the repair of the various 
drive systems and frames.
6008 Welding
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Students will be instructed in, set-up and use of Oxyacetylene, arc and T.I.G. 
welding equipment.
6020 Troubleshooting and Tune-up
Prerequisite: 6002 Contact Hours: 100
Instruction and dsnonstration involving troubleshooting and tune-up of two 
and four cycle engines.
5025 Major Overhaul
Prerequisite: 6001, 6002, 6004 Contact Hours: 150
Instruct the student in the correct procedures for disassembly, cleaning, in­
specting, repair, and reassembly of a two and four cycle engine.
6030 Shop Recordkeeping
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
Instruction in filling out work orders, purchase orders, parts orders, time 
schedules, and use of flat rate manuals.
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SMALL ENGINES (OCNT.) 
6040 Small Engine Repair Shop Simulation
Prerequisite: 6000, 6001, 6002, 6003, 6004, 6020, 6025 Contact Hours: 150
Set-up simulated shop conditions in the school shop to give the students 
real experiences before going on the job.
6090 Cooperative Work Experience
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor Contact Hours: 150
Cooperative Work Experience attarpts to bring greater relevancy to formal 
instruction through alternating errployment in the ccmnunity with classroom 
instruction.
6091 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: Arr.
Practician attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction through 
alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
6097 First Aid
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross nultimedia standard first aid card.
6099 Independent Study
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: Arr.
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student to develop 
ccnpetencies in an area of interest.
WELDING
6501 Welding Math 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The use of direct and' indirect measurements to carpute cost and amount of 
material required. Basic geometry to carpute volane and square measurement, 
and the application of trigoncmetry triangulation to lay out projects.
6505 Welding Metallurgy I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 250
Identification and application of the different ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals used in welding. Application through use of arc, acetylene and M.I.G. 
and T.I.G. welding.
6506 Welding Metallurgy II
Prerequisite: 6505 Contact Hours: 200
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6506 cant.
A continuation of Welding Metallurgy I with more practical application.
6507 Welding Metallurgy III
Prerequisite: 6505 Contact Hours: 200
Same as 6505.
6510 Layout and Design I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
How to draw a three view drawing of an object and hew to make an isometric 
sketch from a three via? working drawing.
6511 Layout and Design II
Prerequisite: 6510 Contact Hours: 100
Reading and working fran fabrication drawings. Layout of material required 
for a particular project cutting waste to a minimum. The ccrrputaticn of 
cost for the customer and working with industrial codes and specifications.
6590 Cooperative Work Experience
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: Arr.
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal 
instruction through alternating employment in the canrunity with classroom 
instruction.
6591 Fraction
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: Arr.
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction through 
al hAT-nating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
6597 First Aid
Prerequisite: Nene Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
6599 Independent Study
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: Arr.
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student to develop 
ccnpetencies in an area of learning. .
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ADULT EDUCATION
GENERAL B'CWJTa;
The. Mult and Continuing Education Division of Missoula Technical 
Center, though housed in the Center, does not generally operate on the same 
calendar as the Center, in order to make participation more convenient for 
adults in the ccmmunity.
Opportunities are provided through Mult and Continuing Education 
for self fulfillment, upgrading of skil Is, updating of knowledge, pursuit 
of special interests, and general educational development in areas not 
oomtncnly offered on the university canpus. Courses vary with respect to 
objectives, length, cost and degree of proficiency desired. Courses can te 
organized when twelve or more people of the cctmunity express an interest in 
specific non-scheduled courses. Mult and Continuing Education is acininis- 
tered through the central administration office in MlC's main building 
where registration is facilitated and information is made available.
.ADMISSION
Admission is open to any person sixteen years of age or older provided 
class space is available and fees are paid. Space limitations dictate 
restricted registration for seme classes. Special registration may apply 
in some cases.
REGISTRATION
The adult school is divided into three quarters—Fall, Winter arid 
Spring. Registration for specific classes is usually accepted during a two- 
week period inrnediately preceding the start of a quarter. Announcaieiits of 
starting dates are made through the news media, brochures, and lines of 
ccmnmicati.on available through business, industry, labor, and special 
agencies in tire ccmmunity. Details are available through the Mult 
Education Office at MIC.
People who plan to participate in any class are urged 
to register in advance of starting dates because of factors that may limit 
class size. In the event that the number registered by the second meeting 
of the class is not adequate to warrant continuance of the class, the 
administration reserves the right to terminate the class. Registration is 
not encouraged after the second meeting of the class unless the class is 
structured for continuing enrollment. In order to make registration as 
convenient as possible three methods are provided. Prospective participants 
may register in person, by mail, or by telephone. However, registrations 
are accepted in the order received. Occasionally those who register by 
mail are disappointed. Waiting lists are maintained for very popular classes 
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as a service to the student.
SCHOOL TERMS
The Adult Education program, operates on a three-term schedule. Most 
subjects are offered on a single-term basis and may be offered during ensuing 
terms. Courses may be offered in a series with registration of a particular 
phase at the start of each term. Usual Ty classes meet for three hours per 
night, one night per week over a ten week period for a total of thirty hours 
of instruction.
However, fees are payable
CLASS SCHEDULE
Most Adult Education classes meet evenings from 7-10 p.m. Occasionally 
a class may meet cn Saturdays. Schedules are flexible and may change for the 
convenience of the participants and instructor or because of space and 
equipment availability. Schedules are published prior to each term and are 
available from the Adult Education Office.
REGISTRATION FEES
Fees for registration vary with hours of instruction schedules and 
the type of course. Generally, the registration fee for the thirty-hour unit 
will be no less than eight dol 1 ars ($8) with the costs of supplies and/or 
texts identified separately. All fees are payable in advance and are 
collected through the Adult Education Office in the main MTC building.
BOOKS, EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
Participants are responsible for required books, small tools, and 
supplies. The MFC bookstore is usually open evenings and tries to stock 
necessary books and supplies. In seme cases a total fee is charged that 
covers supplies; other supplies may be purchased locally. The MIC book­
store has limited supplies available for the convenience of participants 
and does not attempt to compete with local merchants.
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM;
No certificate program is offered by the Adult and Continuing Edu­
cation program as an entity. However, the program does make provision for 
credit to be applied to other programs in cooperation with those programs.
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Other programs may grant credit for work completed through Adult 
and Continuing Education. Presently two types of credit are available.
HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT
A high school may elect to grant credit for courses corpleted.
Courses are scheduled in the areas of Mathematics, English, Social Science, 
and Science and are structured to meet the needs of individual par+iHrants 
in a highly flexible program and operated in cooperation with local high 
school administrators. The program is unique in that each participant is 
helped to design a corrpletion program that meets his specific needs.
People who are interested in this program are urged to contact the Adult 
Education Office.
POST-SBOCKDARZ CREDIT
Courses avilable through Adult and Continuing Education parallel 
instruction that is offered in regular MIC programs. In many cases, 
arrangements for credit can be made through the MIC Office of Admissions. 
Good working relationships are maintained between the daytime and evening 
divisions. Each case is processed on its individual merits.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
The Adult Education Division of Missoula Technical Center is 
involved in many special programs. These programs, usually federally 
funded, are designed to meet special training needs not generally met in 
regular on-going programs. Although sene programs last a year, most programs 
vary in length from a few weeks to a few months. Sponsoring agencies include 
Manpower Development Training, Office of Economic Opportunity, Vocational 
Rehabilitation, Montana State Employment Service and the Bureau of Indian
A need must be demonstrated before these programs can be initiated.
Usually instructors are hired for a particular program. Special services in 
the areas of curriculum coordination and development, advice on instruction 
and counseling are provided by the faculty. Program participants are 
considered to be regular students in the institution and afforded all 
normal privileges.
COURSES AVAILABLE
Courses are listed in this section, to reflect the scope of Adult 
and Continuing Education. The listing is not intended as a firm schedule. 
Final scheduling is for the convenience of the cnmnunity being served. 
Courses are constantly added.
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.ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION CLASSES
OFFERED FALL, WINTER, AND SPRING TERMS
ART
Painting
Contemporary Crafts
Ceramics
Jewelry Crafting
BUSINESS
Accounting I, U, ITT
Introduction to Data Processing
Beginning Typing
Brush-up Typing
Liorthand
Kay Punch
Office Machines
HCME ECONOMICS 
Beginning Seeing 
. 'nberuediate Sewing 
Basic Sewing with Knits 
Advanced Sewing with knits 
Tailoring Men's Clothing 
Tailoring Vfcinen's Clothing
Cake Deoorating
1TXHNICAL
Aviation Ground School
Upholstery
Basic Arc Welding 
Intermediate Arc Welding 
Advanced Arc Welding 
Chtyacetylene Welding 
M.I.G. and T.I.G. Welding
Pipe tfelding
Small. Gas Engines 
Carpentry Fundamentals 
Creating with Wood 
Waiter-Waitress Training 
Architectural Drafting
GENERAL INTEREST
Chemistry-Math
Geology
G.E.D.
A.B.E.
Milady & Her Auto
Women's Physical Fitness
Driver's Training
Apprentice Carpenters
Apprentice Electricians
.Apprenti.ee Sheetmetal
Apprentice Plumbers
Macrame
Ccmputer Programming
Business Law
Effective Engl i sh
Office Procedures
Creative Cooking
Sewing Family Swimwear
Basic Concepts of Pharmacology
X-Ray Rocm Procedures
Basic Anatcmy and Physiology
Newer Concepts of Surgical Nursing
Continuing Electronics
Motorcycle Maintenance
Snaiwobile Maintenance
frfetallurgy
Creating with Ifetal
Restaurant & Hotel Management
Heme and Building Maintenance
Fast Food Management
Blueprint Reading
Real Estate
Welding Seminars
Speed Reading
Fly Tying
Handwriting Analysis
Wig Care
.Manual Comnunication with the Deaf
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STATE BOARD
Governor Thomas L. Judge (Ex Officio) President
Superintendent Dolores Colburg (Ex Officio) Secretary
Attorney General Robert L. Woodahi (Ex Officio) Legal Counsel
Mrs. Marjorie King, Winnett 59807 
Boynton G. Paige, Philipsburg 59858 
John D. French, 2601 K Street, Ronan 59864 
Fred H. Mielke, Box 831, Havre 59501 
T. T. Heberly, 1170 Oak Drive, Havre 59501 
Mrs. Harriett Meloy, 1317 9th Avenue, Helena 59601 
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Anthony M. Brown, 3500 11th Avenue S., Apt. 25, 
Great Falls 59405 
Mrs. Louise R. Galt, Box 615, Helena 59601
Superintendent of Public Instruction Mrs. Dolores Colburg
Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction Dr. L. E. Skarr 
Director of Vocational and Occupational Skills Benjamin A. Ulmer 
Assistant Director of Vocational Mike Bullock
and Occupational Skills
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Wilfred V. Thibodeau, Box 475, Bonner 59823
Mrs. Virginia Foster, 1006 W. Greenough Dr., Missoula 59801
Arthur 0. Hightower, 520 S. Orange, Missoula 59801
Vem F. Reynolds, 518 E. Central, Missoula 59801
Robert E. Sheridan, 492 Tyler Way, Route 3, Missoula 59801
Col. Gordon Simmons, 2415 Glen Dr., Missoula 59801
Reuben Diettert, 57 Marilyn, Missoula 59801
Missoula County High School Superintendent George Zellick
Missoula Technical Center Director Gene Downey
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FACULTY PROFILE
NAME DEGREE WORK EXPERIENCE
Allied Health
Ibsen, Norma B.S. 12 years
Krunsick, Rana B.S. 25 years
McVeigh, Dorothy Diploma 16 years
Schultze, Lois B.S. 22 years
Aviation
Logan, Charles 30 years
Stewart, Roy B.A. 26 years
Business and Office
Altenbrun, Larry B.A. 5 years
Chunrau, Helen B.A. 7 years
Jakes, Penny B.S. 3 years
Kiner, Pat 10 years
Morris, Carol 23 years
Schweitzer, Winnie B.A. 20 years
Woodbury, Carolyn B.A. 2 years
Wiles, Ann M.S. 14 years
Data Processing
Brown, Robert 14 years
Swarthout, Mary 
Woodard, Malcolm
Distributive Education
M.S.
10 years
Burger, Robert M.S. 18 years
Dunlap, Felix B.S. 17 years
Gisselberg, Margaret M.A. 3 years
■ Hill Walter M.A. 5 years
Electromechanical
Boisvert, Bill M.E. 25 years
Surratt, Ellis M.S. 25 years
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FACULTY PROFILE (CONT.)
NAME
Barry, Edward
Chase, Alfred
MacDonald, William
DEGREE
M.S.
M.S.
M.S.
Educational Aide
Brunner, Patti M.E.
Heavy Equipment
Baumberger, Allen
Burlingame, William
Sirrms, Arlyn
B.S.
Heavy Truck Mechanic
Nils sen, Keith B.S.
Shall Engine ;fechanic
Amoerman, Robert
,'felding
Tiensvold, Lyle B.S.
CGiimunications
Alston, John
Tcarey, Robert
Wold, Miriam
B.A.
Ed.D, 
B.A.
Lassila, Barbara B.S.
WORK EXPERIENCE
36 years
6 years
5 years
2 years
12 years
32 years
15 years
32 years
14 years
6 years
10 years
20 years
2 years
2 years
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FACULTY PROFILE (PONT.)
NAME DEGREE
Student Personnel Services
Couture, Charles M.A.
Martin, George M.A.
Oechsli, Alice M.E.
Developmental Center
Blattner, Bruce M.E.
Frangos, Mona B.A.
Mielke, Susan B.A.
WORK EXPERIENCE
15 years
2 years
ADMINISTRATORS PROFILE
George M. Zellick, MOBS Superintendent: BS, 1949, Oregon State University, 
MEd, 1958, University of Oregon; 22 years in education with 20 year admini­
strative experience; at '■THS since August, 1970.
Thanas E. Downey, Director: BA, 1955, U of M; MS, 1965, Western Montana 
College; 18 years in education with 8 years administrative experience; 6 years 
vocational work experience; at MIC since July, 1968.
William D. Skelton, Assistant Director, Administration: BS, 1963, Eastern 
Montana College; 10 years in education with 7 years administrative experience; 
8 years vocational work experience; at MTC since July, 1968.
Dennis N. Derum, Assistant Director, Instructional Services: BS, 1966, Stout 
State University; MS, 1966, Stout State University; 8 years in education with 
1 year administrative experience: 2 years vocational work experience; at MTC 
since August, 1967.
John H. Giese, MDBS Director of Federal Programs: BS, 1961, Northern State 
College; MS, 1967, Northern State College; 12 years in education with 5 years 
administrative experience; 17 years vocational work experience; at MDBS since 
August, 1964.
Jon Pozega, Supervisor of Student Services: BS, 1966, Western Montana College; 
MEd, 1969, U of M; 7 years in education with 3 years administrative experience;
4 years vocational work -experience; at MIC since July, 1970.
James C. Taylor, Supervisor of Placement: BS, 1960, U of M, MEd, 1970, U of M;
5 years in education with 2 years administrative experience; 9 years vocational 
work experience; at MIC since August, 1968.
Bruce C. Moyer, MDBS Supervisor of Data Processing: BS, 1966, Eastern Oregon 
College; MBA, 1970, U of M; 6 years in education with 3 years of administra­
tive experience; 2 years vocational work experience; at MdHS since July, 1971.
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ADMINISTRATORS PROFHE (qtJCT.)
J. Jeffrey Dietz, MOIS Supervisor of Cooperative Work Experiences: ES, 1963, 
Rocky Mountain College; MS, 1970, MSU; 8 years in education with 2 years 
administrative experience; 4 years vocational work experience; at MOHS since 
September, 1970.
Carl R. Sandell, MOHS Supervisor of Adult and Continuing Education: BA, 1968 
U of M; 5 years in education with 2 years administrative experience; 2 years 
vocational work experience, at MCHS since August, 1968.
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